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MEMORANDUM
All Members of the World Commission on Environment
and Development

TO

:

Secretary General

DATE

:

15 May 1986

RE

:

FROM

Strengthening International Co-operation
and Institutional Change

Following the Ottawa meeting, work will need to commence on
drafting the final chapter of the Commissions report on
Institutional Change.
In that context, a number of questions
will arise on which it would be useful to have some
preliminary guidance from the Commission.
One of them is how matters related to the UN System as a
whole, including UNEP. are to be dealt with.
A number of
options exist, and the attached brief paper has been prepared
in the hope that, we might find some time to discuss them in
Ottawa, perhaps in the context of the Outline of the Final
Report, or informally.
Attached to the paper is an Annex setting out the results of
a recent internal evaluation of UNEP, and in Ottawa you will
receive a copy of a report providing an external evaluation.

Action required:

for discussion and guidance

This work is used with the permission of the World Commission on Environment and Development.
© 1986, World Commission on Environment and Development.

Strengthening International Cooperation
and Institutional Change
1, The General Assembly has asked the Commission to
consider "ways and means by which the international
community can deal more effectively with environmental
concerns".

In its "Mandate for Change", the Commission

therefore proposed "to strengthen international

cooperation on environment and development and to
assess and propose new forms of cooperation that break
out of existing patterns and influence policies and
events in the direction of needed change".
Recommendations on the institutional framework for
environment and development will, therefore form an
important part of the Commission's Final Report.
2.

At its very first meeting, however, the Commission
decided that it would follow the maxim:
"form follows
The Commission will consider several papers
function".

in Ottawa that demonstrate the imperatives for greater
international cooperation on environment and
development and that deal, directly and indirectly,
with the institutional dimensions of these imperatives;
in particular
Draft Chapter

I

"A Common Future"

Draft Chapter

II "The Environment and Development
Connection";

Draft Chapter

IV "The Need for Greater International

Panel Report

Cooperation";
"Food Security, Agriculture, Forestry
and Environment;

Panel Report

"Energy and Sustainable Development";

Panel Report

"Industry and Sustainable
Development";
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Draft Chapter

XI

International Economic Relations

As is evident from these and other papers before the
Commission, its work has touched on a very broad range
of potential recommendations to strengthen institutions

for international cooperation globally, regionally and
They include several possible
bilaterally.
international conventions, proposed additions to the
international legal regime, new and strengthened
regional organizations, alternative means of financing
international action on environment and development.
The above papers will enable the Commission to provide
general direction on these and other potential
recommendations thus enabling work to proceed on a
provisional draft of the final chapter for
consideration in Zimbabwe.

In addition, however, guidance is needed on the extent

to which, and how, matters related to UNEP are to be
This question has been raised, directly or
indirectly, by several Commissioners, Ministers, senior
dealt with.

officials and others in discussions with the Secretary
General over the past year.
Basically, three options
have emerged, which may be posed as questions:

4.1 Should the Commission orient its recommendations on
the UN system as a whole, treating UNEP as part of
that system? or

4.2 Should it rather orient its recommendations on
UNEP, treating the rest of the system as an adjunct
of UNEP? or

4.3 Should it orient its recommendations exclusively on
UNEP?
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It should be noted that the Panel Reports and the draft
chapters mentioned above reflect the first option;
indeed the Panel Reports go beyond the UN system and

include recommendations that concern nonUN agencies,
including regional agencies such as ASEAN, SADAC, OECD,
CMEA, etc.

Orientation on UN System as a Whole
This orientation is clearly implied by the alternative
agenda and the Commission's work to date.

Within this

context, the Commission can consider and recommend on
the matters mentioned above; i.e. conventions, legal
It can also recommend on
regime, financing, etc.
changes in the standard agendas and approaches of the
Specialized, Regional and other Agencies.
And it can
address the critical question of policy advice and

coordination on environment and development within and
outside the UN system.
In regard to this latter function, two suggestions,

with a number of variants, have arisen in discussions
with the Secretary General.

The first relates to the

need to strengthen this function within the UN system;
the second to the need to support it outside the system.

With regard to the UN system, two mutually supportive
suggestions have arisen on which guidance is needed:
8.1 first, based on its analysis, the Commission might
recommend that the capacity to analyse and

coordinate policies, programmes and budgetary
expenditures for environment and sustainable
development in the UN system be significantly
strengthened; and to that end responsibility for it
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4.

- be upgraded to the UN Secretary General's Office,
along with political security and economic
analysis and co-ordination
- be linked to the programme and budget process;
- be linked in various ways to UNDP and the
Specialized Agencies;

8.2 second, in support of this, the Commission might

recommend that governments should seek and obtain a
change in the Charter/Mandates of the Specialized
Agencies (by name - see Panel Reports), under which
they would

- be made responsible for ensuring that their
policies, programmes and projects induce

development practices that are ecologically (and
economically) sustainable;
- be made responsible for ensuring effective
co-ordination with the UN Secretary General's
office

- concerning "sustainability assessment" of their
policies, programmes and projects;

- concerning "tasking" their participation in
joint multi-agency/multi-country programmes to
promote environmental regeneration and
sustainable development.

9. These recommendations (and variants of them) presume
that structural changes in the UN system are essential
if horizontal, integrated issues like those of
environment and development are to be addressed.
They
also presume that such changes are possible.
While
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there is no doubt about

he former (a propos, see

Bertrand's report sent to Commissioners recently),
there is frankly a lot of doubt about the latter.
Thus, some stress the need to support these functions
In that regard, it has been
suggested that the Commission may wish

outside the system.

10.1 to propose the establishment of an independent
institute, to provide the UN, regional agencies,

industry and NG0's with a continuing source of
advice on policies required to reflect
environment and development and vice versa.

10.2 This would be a highlevel, highprofile
institute, leanly staffed, linked to the
intergovernmental systerri, but outside of it.

It

could also be linked to similar institutes in the
various regions

This proposal is based on the conviction that a
continuing source of policy analysis and advice will
be needed to shift agencies and their policies from
standard to new agenda approaches; and that such

analysis and advice, to be effective, cannot be
provided from within the UN system.

In so far as UNEP is concerned, this orientation would

enable the Commission to recommend that UNEP/Nairobi
be strengthened in those areas (a) for which there is
a growing need for international action, and (b) for
which it has demonstrated a capacity for

effectiveness.

1)

The first criterion (a) will

See attached summary of UNEP's recent internal evaluation
entitled "UNEP in the Next Decade"
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fall out of the analysis.

Views on (b) vary

considerably, but tend to include:
- Earthwatch

- global environmental monitoring (GEMS)
- IPRTC

- INFOTERRA

- global state ofenvironment reporting
- Regional Seas Programme

- Promoting (and coordinating) Scientific Research on
special environmental issues and problems of a
global character;
- Environmental education.

In addition, the Commission may wish to recommend

that, UNEP/Nairobi be recognized as a source of
technical assistance on environmental management, or
regeneration, projects for UNDP and other Specialized
Agencies, much as Habitat is on human settlements
projects.

Orientation on UNEP with Links to the Rest of the System
Treated as an Adjunct to UNEP

If this were the orientation, the Commission would
need either to limit its perspective to environment or
to propose that UNEP's mandate be broadened to include

2)

Some doubt this because all UN reports are subject to
country censorship.
They would propose that actual
(Footnote continued on next page)
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development and the issues arising under the
Commission's agenda.

In this regard. it should be

recalled that the General Assembly Resolution
anticipates that the Commission's report and
recommendations may go beyond UNEP'S mandate (in which
case, UNEP would comment to the General Assembly only
3)

on those matters that fall within its mandate)

(Footnote continued from previous page)
reporting be done by bodies external to the UN. as
increasingly it is.
3)

GA Resolution 38/161 states
"11. Decides that, on matters within the mandate and
purview of the United Nations Environment Programme,
the report of the special commission should in the
first instance be considered by the Governing Council
of the Programme, for transmission to the General
Assembly together with its comments and for use as
basic material in preparation for adoption by the
Assembly of the Environmental Perspective;
Further decides that, on those matters which are under
consideration or review by the General Assembly itself,
the Assembly will consider the relevant aspects of the
report of the special commission;
Recognizes that the special commission may in addition
address its report, after consideration by the
Governing Council or the intergovernmental
intersessional preparatory committee, to other forums,
intergovernmental and nongovernmental, or to
Governments, individuals and the general public, as it
sees fit, it being understood that the report of the
commission will not be binding on Governments."
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In the unlikely event that the Commission could, or

would wish, now
environment, it
recommendations
what is implied

to limit its perspective to
is difficult to see how its
concerning UNEP could go much beyond
in paras 12 and 13 above.
It could
presumably recommend that UNEP/Nairobi be strengthened

"acrosstheboard" and, to that end that it retain its
present character as an agent to "catalyze UN
agencies, nonUN agencies and governments to take
environment into account in their policies,
programmes, projects, etc.
It could even add that
this role should be enhanced, for example, through
governments upgrading their representation to the
Governing Council; or, for example, through a
significant augmentation of the UNEP Fund.
16. Before proposing that UNEP's mandate should be

broadened to include development, the Commission would
need to consider whether its analysis of the issues,
coupled with UNEP's performance to date, could be
construed credibly to support such a proposal.
16.1 If so, the Commission could recommend that policy

analysis and coordination on the integrated
issues of environment and development should not
only be strengthened in the UN system, but also
that this function be centred in UNEP/Nairobi,
rather than in the Secretary General's office, as
suggested in para 8.1
16.2 In support of this, it could request governments
to seek changes. in the Charter/Mandates of the

Specialized Agencies, but require them to
coordinate with UNEP, rather than with the
Secretary General's office, as suggested in para
8.2.
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Orientation Exclusively on UNEP
17. This orientation, presumably, would require the
Commission to limit its perspective to environment as
traditionally viewed through the standard agenda.

While such a shift would run counter to the
Commission's work and evolving analysis, it is
mentioned only because it needs to be considered

explicitly and because of some concerns that have been
expressed.
18

There is some concern, for example, that the
Commission's alternative agenda necessarily implies
In those
criticism of UNEP's past performance.
delicate times, with the UN under attack, any
criticism of UNEP, some fear, even implied criticism,

will simply provide ammunition to its enemies, within
and outside the system.
Thus, any recommendations by
the Commission on institutional change, it is
suggested, should be preceded by a largely positive
and uncritical evaluation of UNEP's performance, not
only in GEMS, Regional Seas, etc., but also in its
catalytic role and in its capacity for policy advice

and coordination.
If any failure has to be conceded
in these roles, responsibility for that failure should
be seen to rest mainly with the Specialized Agencies,
or with the inherent limitations of the system.
19. There is also some concern that in these difficult
times, governments are unlikely to view as "pragmatic"

any recommendations that go beyond incremental
improvement in the existing structure.
Thus, it is
argued, the Commission's recommendations should be not
only few in number but also extremely limited in their
orientation as well as specific in their focus.
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MEMORANDUM
TO

:

All Members of the World Commission on Environment
and Development

FROM :

Secretary General

DATE

:

15 May 1986

RE

:

Population and Sustainable Development

The Commission has discussed the above on several occasions
without arriving at any clear position on whether and how it
should be dealt with in its report.
The Secretariat has prepared the attached short paper in the
hope that it will enable the Commission to provide direction
on this for the subsequent drafting of the report. Although
the question does not figure explicitly on the Ottawa agenda.
it could be considered within the context of the proposed
revisions to the Outline of the Final Report.

Action required:

for discussion and guidance

POPULATION AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
The size of the global population, its structure and its
resource consumption patterns, determine the level and
intensity of global resource exploitation.
Therefore, the
population question is a fundamental part of the

environmentdevelopment connection, and its resolution is
an essential determinant of the sustainable development
goals articulated by this Commission.
The central issue is
not the impact of rising population on qlobal resource
That will continue to be dominated by the increasing
use,
demand for resources associated with rising affluence.

The

real issue is the impact of high population growth on the
living standards of poor families, many of whom are
subsistence producers in regions which are already
ecologically disadvantaged (Annex Figures 1 and 2).
2

Between 1950 and today, the world's population has nearly
doubled from 2.5 billion to almost 4.8 billion.

Of the

1984 world population increase of around 80 million, more

than 70 million were added in developing countries, which
now account for about threequarters of the global
population. (Annex Fig 3)

A combination of continued high

fertility and much reduced mortality has resulted in
population growth rates of between 2 per cent and 4 per
cent a year in most developing countries as compared with 1
per' cent a year observed in most developed countries.
3.

The United Nations projections (medium variant) indicate a
world population of 6.1 billion by the end of this century
and 10.2 billion by the end of next century when the world
population is expected to stabilize.
(Annex Table I)
Ninetyfive per cent of this growth will take place in the

developing countries were the labour force would grow
faster than the total population until 2050. The size of
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the working age population in these countries would triple
over this period and would surpass current world population
in the year 2025.
4

This scenario calls for an enormous increase in employment

generation specially in the nonagricultural sectors since
the urban population is projected to rise five to six fold
between 1980 and 2050.
The UN projections also indicate
that the rural population will rise by at least another
billion people by the middle of next century, despite

outmigration.
S

What happens now and in the near future to birth rates and
death rates in developing countries has enormous
consequences in determining the structure of future global

The UN projection of 10.2 billion by the year
2100 is based on the assumption of achieving replacement
level fertility by the year 2025. (Annex Table 2) Should
population.

replacement level be reached twenty years later, the
ultimate world population would be 2.8 billion larger;
should it be reached twenty years earlier, the ultimate
population will be 2.2 billion smaller.

Effective action

can therefore influence the level at which population
stabilizes by a factor of around 5 billion people - which
is greater than the present world population.
6

Population pressure combined with inequality of access and
poverty are already causing people to live and work harder,
often on marginal land and shrinking farms just to maintain
household income.

Consequently life support systems are

increasingly coming under stress.

Further rapid population

growth will mean lower living standards for millions of
The main costs of such growth borne principally by
people.
the poor in developing countries, have been and will
continue to be the lost opportunities for improving peoples
lives.
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The rate of growth of population has clearly put pressure
on the resource-people balance.

In the expanding cities,

congestion and flow of wastes have overwhelmed
infrastructure capabilities.
The rising demand for energy
has reduced vegetation and biomass residues.

Agriculture

in the poorer countries has expanded at the expense of
forest and fallow land.

However the resource degradation

that results when rural farmers are crowded into small
holdings, extend their agriculture to erosion prone
hillsides, collect firewood or dig wells for drinking water
and the deterioration of the urban environment are
generated not just by population growth but also by
inequality of access to resources and persisting poverty.
8

The pressures of population on resources varies widely by
country and region.

In much of Latin America and Africa,

natural resources are substantial relative to current
populations.

In South Asia, China, and elsewhere in East

Asia, scarcities of land, water, and energy resources have
grown.
Yet the evidence of environmental stress is very
This is because serious damage to
differently distributed.
resources can take place without population pressure.

Tropical deforestation has proceeded rapidly in such
sparsely populated areas as the outer islands of Indonesia,
the Amazon basin, and Central Africa.
Examples abound
where commercial exploitation, often to meet foreign
demands, had led to resource depletion and the destruction
of potentially renewable resources.
The worldwide economic
expansion will continue to be the largest source of
additional demand for cereals, minerals energy sources,
industrial wood and many agro-industrial products.
0186C/bb/15. 5.86
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The objectives of population policies must move beyond
stabilization. Concern should be on the achievement of a
sustainable balance between human population and the
available resources at a level of consumption which is
sufficient to provide a dignified standard of living for
all people when stabilization is finally reached.

Thus

while a demographic transition to a lower fertility rate in
developing countries is an imperative need to ensure a
balance between people and resources, sustaining this
balance over the long term requires the demographic
transition to take place alongside social and economic
development programmes.

The strongest case for vigorous

efforts at population control lies in the impact that it

could have on the living standards of resourcepoor
This requires that population policy must go
households.
hand in hand with measures to strengthen the livelihood
base of these poor households.
In fact such an approach
will be synergistic in the sense that improved
incomeearning capacity may help to reduce fertility rates
and viceversa, a lower family size will make it easier to
improve incomes.

Population policies usually has a long lead time; other
development policies must respond and adapt in the
meantime.
Inaction today forecloses the options for
tomorrow, both in the overall developmental strategy as
well as in the future population policy.

In many countries

inaction today will mean more drastic steps tomorrow to
slow population growth - steps sometimes incompatible with
individual choice and freedom.
Action is needed on many
fronts.
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11. Therefore, it is necessary to consider a five-fold strategy
through which National governments and International

agencies can cooperate to (a) ensure a smooth demographic
transition to low fertility levels arid (b) to sustain the
transition over the long term.
Key elements of this
strategy are:

Development of a comprehensive National Population
Policy, by all governments including the 27 countries
that do not have one as yet - such a policy will
provide the framework to pursue national demographic
goals rather than react to the narrow fertility
objectives of traditional family planning programmes.
Integrate National Population Policies with National

Development Strategies in order to achieve and sustain
an appropriate peopleresource balance.
Encourage the small family norm by removing those

sociooconomic compulsions that favour large families,
by increasing the motivation to have smaller families
and by providing complimentary fertility control
mechanisms.

Strengthen financial and institutional commitment of
national governments and donors for overall population
programmes, rather than for family planning services.
Develop and deliver family planning services
integrated with other fertility determinants.
12. Development of a Comprehensive National Population Policy
-

Many developing countries during the past decade have
made significant progress in developing a population
policy. But many others regard their support for family
planning services as their population policy. Family
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planning policies have more limited goals than an
overall population policy and only provides information
and services to help in the achievement of a particular
fertility objective. Pursuing family planning programmes
outside the framework oF population policy may lead to a
fertility reduction but not a sustainable

peopleresource balance.
A population policy on the
other hand describes the broad national demographic
goals and objectives, in relation to other
socioeconomic objectives.
-

Population policy has to be concerned with population

growth as well as its distribution. Development of a
population policy needs a demographic data base,
appropriate institutions and political commitment.
Availability of demographic data helps to document

growth rates, movements and facilitate decisionmaking.
Such information is critical in generating a sustained
political commitment for slower growth.
Effective
institutions are a complimentary need in that they
translate political commitment to effective policy. They
play a crucial role in relating demographic targets to
policies and resources as well as in coor'dinating the
implementation of policy.

13. Inteqrate National Population Policies with National
Development Strateqies
-

National populations have grown rapidly and the
increases are unequally distributed between regions and
income classes.

So have National production, incomes,

poverty, environmental damage and resource depletion
which are also unequal in distribution. In order to
correct the imbalance between growing numbers and
resource demands that have emerged, national population
policies and national development strategies will have
0186C/bb/15. 5.86

to be closely linked and implemented in an integrated
manner, paying particular attention to their impact by
region and income class.
-

The principal variables influencing the demand for more
children at family level are related to the presence or
absence of development. Therefore an integrated
population and national development strategy should
consider the demographic benefits of social policies in
education, health, social security, etc. in addition to
the developmental benefits of these policies.
An integrated population and national development
strategy should also include mechanisms for deploying
economic incentives and disincentives to have less
children.

For example, reduction of maternity leaves

and benefits, the establishment of old age social
security provisions and minimum ago child labour laws.
the elimination of heavy public subsidies for secondary
and higher education could be appropriate.
-

Integrated population and national development
strategies should take into account the distributional
Some of the real problems
structure of the population.

of population growth in developing countries arise from
its concentration especially in urban areas.
A more
rational and efficient spatial distribution of
populations in some countries is an urgent. need.
14. Encourage the Small Family Norm

The UN projection for a stabilized world population of
10.2 billion in year 2100 implies each family having 2
children by the year 2025. (Annex Fig 4.)
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At present

most families in Developing Countries have 4 children
Therefore reduction of
family size is an important factor in any strategy to
and in rural areas 5 or more.

achieve a sustainable people resource balance.
-

Achievement of the small family norm calls for a
transition from high to low fertility.

This transition,

needs vigorous family planning programmes and access to
However,
contraceptives in developing countries.
provision of fertility control techniques alone will not

ensure low fertility or the desired transition.

For

these programmes to be effective motivation to use them
by the intended target groups have to be in place.
Presence of motivation is as important as the provision
of mechanisms,
-

For' many poor parents in developing countries the

socloeconomic costs of having children seems low in
relation to the socioeconomic costs of not having
them.

For example:

When wages are low, the difference between
children's and a mother's earnings will be small;
income lost by the mother during a child's
infancy may often be easily recovered by the
child later on.

When schooling opportunities for children are
lacking, it is difficult to argue that it is a
better investment to have two or three educated
children than a large family that cannot be
educated.

In the absence of social security and pensions
the need for support in old age outweighs the
immediate costs of children.
0186C/bb/15.5.86
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(d)

Due to high infant mortality many children die
young and the inclination to have many babies to
ensure that a few survive is great.

-

One positive way to induce families to have fewer
children is to raise the 'price' or 'cost' of child
rearing.
Another is to eliminate those social
constraints that favour large families.
A complementary
measure would be to manipulate those economic incentives

and decentives that encourage a small family.

These

would require a strong public policy emphasis towards:
an increase in the education of women that would
lead to a change in their role and values;

an increase in female nonagricultural wage
employment opportunities which raises the price
or 'cost' of their traditional child rearing
activities;

a rise in family income levels through the

increased direct employment and earnings of
husband and wife;

a reduction in infant mortality through expanded
public health programmes and better nutritional
status for both parent and child;

the development of old age pensions and other
social security systems outside the extended

family network to bridge the economic dependence
of parents on their offspring.
0186C/bb/15. 5.86
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15. Strenqthen Financial Support for Population Policies
-

About $2 billion is now spent for public family planning
programme each year in developing countries.

To fulfil

the current unmet needs would require an additional
To achieve a developing world
population of 8 billion in year 2050 would require $5.6
$1 billion per year.

billion at the end of this century.

Current estimated

per capita expenditure on population programmes in
developing countries is US$ 0.62 costs, while
expenditure per capita or health in 1982 was $7. Small
increases in national government spending can contribute
to major gains in reducing fertility.
-

Since 1968 International Agencies have provided more
than $7 billion for population assistance.
However, the
levels have been falling since 1972 in real terms. Only

about 1.5 per cent of official development aid now goes
for population assistance,

It supports about 25 per

cent of all family planning costs in developing
countries, including China.

Assuming these proportions

did not change, population assistance would need to
triple its current level by the year 2000 to achieve the

fertility decline leading to a developing world
population of 8 billion in year 2050. A tripling would
raise annual population assistance from about $500

million in 1981 to $1.5 billion (in 1980 U.S. dollars)
by the end of the century.
-

Therefore, small increases in expenditure on population
programmes by national governments and on population
assistance by donors can contribute to major gains in
fertility reduction. Also such assistance improve

maternal and child health needs and thus contribute to
overall social development objectives.
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-

Strengthening the current research on fertility

moderation techniques gluing special consideration to
socio-cultural variables is an area for priority action
by donors.
Research has been going on in this area for
a number of years; almost all of it financed by donors
and private foundations in donor countries,

Further

efforts to improve the effectiveness of the
contraceptive technology while minimizing the health
risks need to be encouraged.
-

Finally current tendency by donors to deliver population

assistance separately from other development assistance
flows should be discouraged.
Population assistance
should be conceived and delivered as part of those other
soclo-economic development projects undertaken and
trade/commercial regimes promoted.
Such action will
promote the inclusion of population policies in national

development strategies and will also improve the
visibility of population assistance programmes.
16, Delivering Family Planning Services in an Integrated Manner

At present the concern of family planning services in
many developing countries is focussed only on the need
to deliver the mechanisms that promote fertility
reduction to target groups. They are neither linked to
other programmes that reduce household fertility nor to
those that increase motivation to use these mechanisms.
Both in design and implementation they are separate from
fertility related actions such as nutrition, preventive
health, maternal child care, pre-school education
programmes, etc. taking place in the same area, often
funded by the same donor or the NGO group.
0186C/bb/15. 5,86
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For family planning services to be effective they must
be delivered, integrating fertility reduction mechanisms
with interventions that improve access. For example,
clinical support needed for most modern contraceptive
technologies make the family planning services heavily

dependant on the health system. Similar is the reliance
on education. A clear area for action here is to
integrate population programmes with rural development

projects and implement them as part of a major
socloeconomic intervention in a given village or a
cluster of villages.
-

Such action will increase the motivation, improve
access, underscore the development dimension of the
population issue and will reinforce investments in the
population sector, all of which are needed for the
demographic transition to small families in most
developing countries.
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Figure 1.
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Long-Range Population Projections
of the World and Major Regions,
2025-2150, Five Variants, as
Assessed in 1980, 1981 (United
Nations, New York, 1981).
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Source: World Fertility Survey, Fertility in the Developing World (International
Statistical Institute, London, December 1984).

Table 1.

Population projections (above) and annual rates of
growth (below) for the world and major regions,
UN medium variant.
Total population (billions)
1980

2000

2025

2050

2075

2100

World
More developed areas
Less developed areas
Africa
Latin America
North America
East Asia
South Asia
Europe
Oceania
USSR

4.43
1.13
3.30
0.47
0.36
0.25
1.18
1.40
0.48
0.02
0.26

6.12
1.27
4.85
0.85
0.57
0.30
1.48
2.08
0.51
0.03

8.20
1.38
6.82
1.54
0.87
0.34
1.71
2.82
0.52
0.04
0.36

9.51

10.10
1.42
8.68

10.18
1.42
8.76
2.59
1.24
0.38
1.76
3.28
0.50
0.04
0.38

World
More developed regions
Less developed regions
Africa
Latin America
North America
East Asia
South Asia
Europe
Oceania
USSR

1.70
0.68
2.04
3.00
2.38
1.04
1.24
2.17
0.34
1.44
0.93

0.31
1.39

0.40
1.64
2.77
1.92
0.62

0.89
1.53
0.15
0.92

0.60

0.82
0.15
0.96
1.70
1.25
0.32
0.33
0.77

1.40
8.11
2.17
1.10
0.36
1.77
3.20
0.51
0.04
0.38

2.51
1.22

0.38
1.76
3.31

0.50
0.04
0.38

0.36
0.07
0.41
0.84
0.52
0.22

0.10
0.02

-0.03

-0.04

0.03
0.01

0.11
0.31

0.20
0.06

-0.03
-0.01
-0.03
-0.03
-0.06

0.30

0.01

-0.04

-0.08

-0.08

-0.00

0.01

0.64
0.38

0.19
0.16

0.07

0.00

-0.00

-0.06

Source: Population Division, "Long Range Global
Population Projections", Population Bulletin
N2 14 (New York, 1983)

Table 2.

Year in Which Net Reproduction Rate

(NRR) Reaches 1

Uritted Nations Pivecilon

World Bank Projection

East Asa

1990

USSR

North Arnerca

1995

North America

Europe
South Asia
USSR

2020

Europe

2000
2010
2010

2020
2030

Lann America

Oceania

2030

Oceania

Latin America
Africa

2035
2040
2045

Ma

Africa

2035
2045
2045

Source: United Nations Secretariat, Lonq-Ranae Global
Projections, as assessed in 1980", Population
Bulletin of the United Nations, N2 14 (1982) p.20
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Inroductiori

As a focal point for global environmental a
within the Urxited Nations system, UNEP aims at

ion and co-ordination
.oting sustainable

development without destruction of the natural re: urce base fo

the benefit

of present and future generations.

In the periodctober to December 1985, PLo:arnrne Officers evalucd
each and every project in their respective subpr.jrammes since the inception
of UNEP.

the fo11owin:

£fl aggregate, the picture that emerged

No. of projects over the

rs

Cost to UNEP

aencies/

(?st tb Co-operatin

,' iorting or9ansatjcs

(including

Trust Funds)

b46

completed projects

115,128,790

(46)

133,796,667

(54%)

288

ongoing projects.

142,439,142

(53%)

128,748,951

(47%)

257,567,932

(49.5%)

262,545,618

(5C.5%)

1

Besides the aIve direct financial costs, a considerably greater
expenditure triggered by UNEP catalysis was incurrd in the activities
undertaken by Governments, UN agencies or other Irtitutions.

We have not

been able to gauge the level of that expenditure

.i all sub-programmes, but

where we have estimates, albeit conservative, in

ividua1 sub-prograie

execuLie summaues, we haves
700 mil1ion,

aggre9ate dollar

1ue in the amount of at
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Major Achievements of UNEP

major achievements of UNEP since its .incption to the present can be
1ited within a framework of items enumerated as follows.

In particular, in the fields of:

sustainable development; nature

conservation; desertification; chemical safet:y; industry; energy.

Through such media as:

the World Conervation Strategy, the

World Charter for Nature, IRP'IC publications, major conferences such as.

those on Desertification, Nairobi 1977 and Nw and Renewable Sources of
Energy, Nairobi 1981, and various reports such as on the environmental
inpacts of production and use of energy.

Generally, of environmental problems a!'d challeres through:

the

event of World Environment Day, the prograirm of, Outreach, and major
conferences addressing audiences among parliEIrentarians

(Inter-Parliamentary Conference 1984), youth, women, and industry (WICEM
1984)

2.

Catalyzingàxxl co-ordir tirq govrninent acticri:
In establishing

(a)

fora1y obligating member

governments to undertake joint, action, e.g. for the proLection of
endangered species, of the ozone layer arid of specific marine and
coastal areas.

-
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-

&ti1è regional action plans for the protection and development of

marine and coastal areas.

/n incorporation of environmental education dimension into the
educational plans and policies as well as in complementary legislation
or appropriate institutional arrangements in over 40 countries.

3

Drawing attention to and addressing tcxfic global issues

nd problems

in particular the negative effects of: stratosphericzorae depletion,
carbon dioxide and other

reenbouse gases buLid-up,

unsus.nable

development.

Establishing assessment, monitoring and information systems to increaseS
understanding of emerging global issues and problems.

Global thvironmental Monitoring SystemS)

In particular: the

the International Register of

tentially Toxic Chemicals XRCJ and the International Environmental
IntoLrnation System LINIYRRh).

deal with specific

Establishing or
issues:

The existin

frameworks for management

Prograinm, the Plan of Action to Combateserti.fict.ion,' especiilly in

the Sudano-Sarielian region, and the InternatiorialPestntrol Strategy.

The emerging systems undei. theoi

onservatLon St.rateg1', the

narineaauinals Plan of Action and the Plan of Action for Tropical
or

Management systems inpiemented by governments party to:

thc

Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Flora

and Fauna rCI)1 and the Convention on the Conservation of Migratory
Species of Wild Animals t(QS)J.

seven agreed sets otjibal guidelines and pri.nciples for

environmental action by governments, e.g. in the fields of shared
natural resources, hazardous wastes, banned arid severely restricted

chemicals, or marine pollution from land-based sources.

-
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-

An operational global information exchange network, and a

guery-response service whereby IRPC provides data on the effects of
chemicals on man and the environment, a base data for evaluating, and
possibly predicting, the hazards associated with chemicals, and advice
on thair subsequent control.

A new approacn, through the Global Resource Information Database

IGRID)lo

bridge the gap batween monitoring/assessment and practical

management, by focussing data on specific environmental management
problems in specific geographical areas.

A system for the conservation and management of genetic resources
through monitoring, genebanks, and intergovernmental review mechanisms
and a systen to address the role of micrObial genetic resources in
environmental management, particularly in developing countries, TMflt'NS /
and Uorld Data Centre -

6

wtfl

Creation of a batter understanding of

UN]

tions needed: J

made clear the need for the inteqration of environmental

concerns in development planning by evolving the concept of sustainable
development; and by establishing an institutional framework to review

'piJ

and promete c?nsideration of the environment in multilateral developrrnt
assistance

UNEP endured that global intergovernmental consensus on
developmental trends, objectives and policies reflected consideration of
the environment: through such major events as:

-

Mid-term review of the International Development Strategy

for the Second International Development decade.
-

Sixth special session of the United Nations on establishment

of a New International Economic Order.
-

Seventh special session of the United Nations on Development

and Internati.onal Economic Co-operation.

-

-

7.
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World Enployment Conference.

World Conference on lgrarian Reform and Rural Development.
World Food Conference.
World Population Conference.

International Conference on Population.
United Nations Conference on the least developed countries.
United Nations Conference on Human Settlements.

International Development Strategy and its mid-term review
for the Third United Nations Development Decade.

Edi.ication and Training.

UNEP has catalysed and co-ordinated the trining of over 25,000
persons throughout the world in general and specialised environmental::

fields.
Regarding environmental education, see paragraph 2 (c) above.
Failures and weaknesses:
During the Programme Review, we had identifiEc1 loud and clear a number

of failures and weaknesses in our performance over the past 13 years. These
are:

We failed to pursue impacts of a significant number of our
activities for example, the large nurnoer of rta.nees we sponsoLed or
supported, eplicaton of p.lot projects we suppoLted,
1ication of
guidelines we produced, (m1ementation of action plans and prog rarrnes
developed by or in co-operation with UNEP, conventions and protocols adopted
through our efforts, methodologies and(tools e pro3uced and disseminated to
(a)

governments f or use in proper development planning.

- Page 6 (b)

In those cases where we pursued the re.ults we did not publicise

(C)

We failed in thjorrnulationof concrete project objecties

them.
nd

sound project documents in the majority of cases.

We failed to properly monitor t4e implnentation of most of our
supported projects with co-operating agencies and sipporting organizations.
(ci)

We very rarely visited the sites of activities.
We failed to exercise strict financial ontrol JDn the expen1itures
of projects and there has been an evident reluctanc in UNEP to withhold
payment for project activities which are not procee.iing as planned.
In a numbe

of instances we Tilled to IKe intellectual inputo

activities that we supported finarcially. To a cer.ain extent, tJNEP was still
responding more to requests from outside in project development than taking
initiative in this process. Asa result many projec-ts were of anad hoc
nature.

We had not in most instances insisted on better substantive
reports from Co-operating Pjenies or Suporting Orgnizations.
Wnen publications resulted from joint p:.ojects, the LJNEP logo/was
sometimes missing and mention was not always inclu&d. There were also delays
in publishing and issuing UNEP publications.

Distribution of results had not always been done with UNEP
consultation or agreement.

No real effort has been made in the pa to assess the catalytic
éffect (financial or intellectual) which UNEP has produced on others
(Governments, agencies and N(Ds). The information contained in the executive
summaries concerning financial and intellectual catalyses are therefore very
approximative and in many cases it is just a guess.

There is
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and financial) on
small projects with little impact rather than concentrating on few major ones
which might produce sensible effects. (The PrOgramme review did not
conclusively determine that all large projects were successful.)
(k)

a tendency to disperseresourcesnuman

st to UtEP of many pro)ects is considerably higher than the
total cost to co-operating agencies or supporting organizations. This is not
in line with the catalytic role of UNEP.
(1)

The

(m)

There is a serious .lack of inter-linkages between Earthwatch,

Management and Supporting Measures functions on tk one hand, and among the
various sub-programmes of UNEP, on the other hand.
(n

We confined our project activities.nf1ei]y to injvidua),

sub-prograrrmes rather than introducing multi-finarcing across several
sub-prograrrrnes or sub-lines.

In instances our work 1áckedth,sipport of goverrirnents, for
exaiile, tre Plan of Action to implement the World Soils Policy or lack of
irrplernentation of guidelines or principles, e.g. o weather modifications in
(0)

the case of the former, and shared natural resouros in the case of the latter.
The above were basically some of the reasons which gave rise to an
erroneous impression that LINE? is a funding body.
Measures to Driprove Performance:

In all areas where UNEP should play a leading role, that is, where
it is considered a focal point for action, we should not wait until proposals
are received from others for our reaction. It wifl be expected that we
initiate proposa1 for action. The balance between initiative from within and
receipt of proposals from outside must improve with staff taking more
initiative on project proposals.
(1)

-

ffective assesnenof
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the achievements of a given project

depends on the soundness of its formulation, that is, properly formulated
objecEives tied into the outputs and their utilization and schedule of
inpiementation, specific target groups to be reached and follow-up in that
regard.

An activity similar to one previously undertaken will not be
allowed to start unless the previous one"was followed up.

Lach project would in future include afollow-up coctonentj

Each

officer would follow the project implementation effectively through technical
discussions with co-operating agencies and supporting orgarlisations including
visi-.s to sites as and when needed.

Six tracer projects would be finalised to

determine comprehensively what UNEP did in selected countries.

Prqducts from our joint activities should be distributed to the
target audiences agreed upon between the co-operating agencies, supporting
organizations and UNEP.

s

ttddevelo a distributiort list
/

for its publications and a process of checking with the recipients the value
and use made of the publications.

The one officer-one budget line or budget sub-line approach will
()
be discontinued and replaced with zi1tidiiplina.ry tearn?r structures which
are able to design programmes and projects in all stages across a number of
budget sub-lines if necessary.

(7)

An effort will be made to öoncentrate or a eew example countdcd

in different regions on the testing or application of methodologies and
guidelines developed by UNEP to-date.

All UNEP activities in the country

selected for concentration will be effectively co-ordinated.

(J)

thwatciflircreasing1y proyi

Tsessmé}ittatethents/ Based

on existing data - even if not highly accurate or reliable - it will produce
regularly preliminary technical evaluations and analyses addressing concrete
environmental problems which will assist the required management tasks.

- Page 9 -

rogranme,

To improve the operational efficiency of the Environment
it is xeconznended that a change of its structure beTuade.

The

basis of this structure is predicated upon the fat that in solving
environmental problems multidisciplinary approach.s have to be used.

Performance of the Administration as ar as it is related to the
support of Prograiruie activities should be irnprove.
Lessons learned

Most of the lessons learnt were already usc.. to formulate the Measures
to improve perforrnarxe, above.

cfla1oraon. wi1i ari

projects
fere more successfuLand achieved their objectives in comparison with those:
Pro3ects

Amente&.

interna

irrplemented by [IN org anisatioris.

involed in the developn'ent of an
- activity, e.g. in the case of the Pction Plans in Regional Seas, and the
Zntevideo &ivironmental Law prograirme, there was noticeable success in these
3

In those cases where 5vernments

wexe

activities.
UNEP should consider carefully its involven. nt in prograirme activities
which do not have a clear indication of further cdlaboration and future
funding possibilities from other sources to ensure.
acceptable level of /
ontinuity especially since environmental problem: cannot be solved in a short
4.

time.

Targets for 1990

Below are some targets selected from those or the progrannies arid
sub-prograrrmes because of their expected impacts leyond a particular
sub-programme or progranme.

InEnvironirenta1 Assessment:

The following preliminary list of assessrnentn would
issued by i990:

be

prepared and

-

-

Assessment of
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jiiàbiIitrbf GRID inethco1oy to environmental

problem solving at global, regional and national levels (1987).

Assessment of MiARiskiom en
and pesticides (1987).

-z

heavy metals

ronrnercal ctmica].l

Assessment of Man at Risk from environrner al chemicals:

multi-media

exposure (1990).

-. Assessment of Man at Risk from mycotoxin

(1988).

Assessment of Bio'Eat Risk from acid deItioñ(1989).
-

-

Assessment of Man and Eco-systems at Rsk from induced and natura1

1iateche (1989)
Assessment of Ecosystems at Risk: Globairet

-

Assessment of Ecosystems at Risk

Tropic

(1990).

ane1arxi

(1989)

10 technical analyses would be issued to ass.st in carrying out defined
management tasks.

Infoterra data base would provice information annually to

12,000 users of which 60% would coriprise direct su.stantive answers.

In Environment 1 Management:

At

global

and two sets of

level

Ib

!dé1ineSOn trade in cbexnlcals ai.d EIIL

At the reqiona1 level

àorwentins

finalise a protocol&i chiorofluorocarbons J

¶1

finalase 2

rirne

I

environmental!

nd related protocols for South Pacific and South Asia.

Initiation of two new conventions on

internat3.ona1

ter

resources (Zainbezi,

an African lake).

Prometion of sustainable development in international river basins by
facilitating approval and initial implementation by the corcerned Governments

of 3 tQ4bintion plai

for environmental souni management of water

resources (Zarnbezi, Lake Tanganyika, ground water zcquifier).

-

(c)
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At national level:

r60io countries affected by desertificatjon selected from Africa, A.sja
and Latin America would have formulated national action plans designed to
orient their development patterns towards sustainable development;

three

countries having translated national soils policies, conservation strategy and
sound agricultural and land use policies into development planning and secured
financing for their implementation.

In Supporting Measures:
4

Through IVT'P, ensure thatsincorporatd in the education systems,

rprogram-s and procedures of an additional 20 countries bringing the total to
tover 60.

In Dvironrnental Law,

tStance woLlldThe provided to at least 10

countries in translating global and regional
auspices into national legislation.

conventions adopted

under UNEP

In the field of training (general and

specific), to enhance the capacity of developing countries to deal with their

environmental problems training would have been provided to6,500
Iprofesslonals, policy ar

decision makers and technicians.

UNEP 1991" INTERNAL SEMINAR

February 1986

EXECUTIVE SU}NARY OF TUE EVALUATION OF ACHiEVEMENTS OF UNEP IN
EUVlRONNE&TAL MANAGKMEUT ,'
I.

OBJECTIVES

Without attempting a precise definition, the Stockholm Plan of Action
established Environmental Management as the component of the programme which
comprises activities and functions facilitating comprehensive planning and
goal-setting to ensure the protection of the environment and to enhance it for
present and future generations.
The beneficiaries of environmental management
activities are the people and its implementation is the duty of all
Governments.
In the course of its evolution and with experience gained in its
implementation, the System-wide Medium Term Environment Programme (SWNTEP) set
the tasks/broad objectives for the various elements comprising Environmental
Management whose salient features are (See individual sub-programmes for
detailed analyses):
-.

promotion of environmentally sound management, application of
methodologies and techniques and the understanding of the impacts of
human activities on the total environment;

-

anticipation, prevention and allevition of impacts likely to have
negative effects on human health an welfare;

-

promotion of control measures or initiatives against pollution and
other harmful biological, chemical and physical agents;

-

supporting the efforts of Governments and other actors in
environmental management by prcviding legal conventions and
guidelines, methodologies, infrastructures, and training;

i9i4, 395 pi have been

completed In the various sectors and
priority subjects comprising Environmental Management and?,86 projects are'
on-goLn (See below for the summary table).

II.

7TVC!60, 0674 UD C6T4LYSTS

.p-.0orWa P9oJcr8
!2...

M

PERCtWTAC!

COHI'L.!TED PROJECTS

CAT4LYSIS

OTHERS

7er'.atr1a1 8eo,,,te,
TropIcal Forsati
Roth

4
3

Canatic Rsaourcsa

ittd1tf. &Protect.d Ar.

Ilopreductivhty

Otbar $ceapst.s
Vst.r
.,..,.. H.S1Lh

15

3.
6

14
2

2.047.120
1'451,133
756,000
8.154.119
1,251.383
2,165.279
3.400.990
1.741,217

2,233,500
8,362,850
2.054,403
4,984,886
2,030,000
3,207,951

4,39,42O

14
18
28
25

1,377,748

8
7

786.828
517,074

23

3,449,983

2,3O,5l

3,477.360
5,097,193

10,044,851
12,882,389
18,699,288
10,207.030
622,500
2,585,359

3,15.753

1

123,023

32

2,319,008

4,714,700
8,906,505

15

5,563,995
4.575,315

213,700
3.842,614
1,871,327

184

27,699,033

84,134,873

890,872

P.at anaant

12:

Rub-total

73

25,060,292

40,581,889

I4ua*o 8.ttlsa..nt.

I

2.143,688

1,580,000

14
11

1,978,000

Indu,trl 4 Tranlp.

p,rtL11catlot

17

42

9,150,000
37,342,704

542,000
1,995.143
26,530,000
18,703,901

113

59,918,853

f"4

II 99 185

24
17
11
40
43
32
47
7

52

49

77

83
83
80
37
48
53
33
48
60

n.I.a

150.000
100.000.000
4S0,000.000

r.l.$

iso,000

n.I.a
n.L.*

4,500,000
32,000,000

587,100.000

7echio3o?p and Envlrone

uatural D1,a,t.rs

-

ScIsoc. & T.chnOlO4y

Sub-total
Crand Total

-

9,3O4,4S

42
16
18

11.430,000
900,000
2,730,000

3.429.000
853,363

72
51

28
49

84

34
20
42
60

40,000.000
1,000,000
8,000,000

96

2,107,541
11,000,000
12,500,746

2,057,000
1,053,442
1,489,854
4,270,000
6,348,703

49,371,044

231

43,313,552

19,499,36i

148,000,000

$8 952 933

395

72 012 581

83 4)tI

735 100 000

9

20
30

2,4S,26S

80
58
40

n.t.a

79,000,000
20,000,000

-2-LV. MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS AND EFFECTS
In environmental management, the major achievements of 1.JNEP since its
inception to the present fall into three broad categories, generally having
the effect of increasing concern for environmentally sound management of
natural resources and social activity: a) building public and government
*warenes of issues and understanding of actions needed; b)
atai.yzing/and
coordinating government action and training people, c) actually establishing
or tormulat3ng management systemslo deal with specific issues.
For clarity,
the achievements are listed within a framework, beginning with the most
concrete and ending with the less quantifiable because in the latter, the
i.mpact of UNEP action has been magnified by efforts from other organizations
and citizens' initiatives.
1.

Establishing or formulating management systems to deal with specific

issues:

Frameworks for management under the egional Seas I'rograsnme, the Plan
of Action to Combat Desertificatlo&espe'cially in the Sudano-Sahelian
region, the.: Integrated Pest coritrolistretegy, the EMINWA Programme fo
Environmentally Sound Management of Inlad Waters; the International
Programme of Chemical Safety (IPCS)land a coordinated system for
microbial resources utilization çMIRCENS).J

Theemerging systems under the World Conservation Stratgy the
Marine Mammal Plan of Action, the Zambezl River .jBasin Action Plan, the
Plan of Action for Tropical Torest, thePlan of Action to implement the
World $oIlsPolicy, the Biosphere Reserve Jiction Plan, and action plans
to control malaFEichistosoiaiasja and cotton pests /
Management systems implemented by governments party to the Convention
on Inte,national Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna
(CITRS}jand the Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of
Wild Animals CCMSJ
C)

................
globaLeal

--.

Seven agred sets of
guii1ines and prrncipie for
environmental action by governments, e.g. in the field of shared natural
resources, offshore mining and drilling, weather modification, nature
conservation, hazardous wastes, banned and severely restricted chemicals,
and marine pollution from land-based sources
..,
,.

Manuals an guidelines specifying actLons in the fields of genet&cj
resource conservation and collection, rnangroves and coral reefs,
Latin America
environmental impact, assessmentfor water management
and the Mekong basins, marine poUutio control, chemical safety4
anning and management of human
national, strategies to improve
ieLUeaant4, and management of kndustcies uch as those which produce
pulp and paper, aluminium, iron and steel, motor vehicles and chemicals.
2.

Cátalysing and co-ordinating government action:
a)

by establishing conventions, action plans and networks:

I)

1oba1a7

regto'nafc&wentions fz-mally obligating
governments to undertake joint action, specifically for the
protection of endangered species in international'trade (CITES), of,
migratory species (CMS) and of specific marine and coastal areas
(Regional Seas Conventions)

-3..U)

of

iretonaiction ptans

(iii) a Itvork of
b)

by

for the protection and development

uterine and coastal areas

rainIn

enebanks and a World Data Centre

personnel. in the management of

wildlife and national

arks (500)

genetic resources andruinebanks (1270)
water resources' (790) including at the TJ?IEP assisted
international training centre: in France CEFIGRE
esertI.fIed areas (500 from 50 countries)

soI1 and new agricultural land (42 decisionmakers, 1600 field
workers)

tiioproducuvi4'y usessment (132)
hóintca1

safety

nd food control (140 in India and USSR)

cu1tura1 pests (1306 from 40 countries)
and urban wastes (232)

ëses (415 in 15 courses and seminars)
Building public and governmentswareness and understanding of actions
needed, in particular in the fields of sustainable development, nature
conservation, desertification control, chenical safety, energy, and industry,
through such media as:
3.

the5lor]4 Conservatton Strategy ;and theZorl.d Charter for Uature

Action Plans for regional seas, marine mammals, desertification
control, as detailed above;

iiiotrojects' in selected countries:
1)

on conserving
angeredagriculturat artiutal breeds and
genetically diverse and valuable forest stands;

oniintaLn'iãosyste&management in the Andes,
on

esert cotitrol 'in

Kenya and Tunisia,

agricu1tuzal1y dee1oped areas in Egypt and in
[ts inTh
fragile highiiidsinBulgaria and USSR,
on

on new andr esiable sources of enetgLn Sri Lanka, Senegal,
Philipp.nes and Indonesia,
on an efficient

uelwoo4 vtove,

projects whose success in many cases has elicited requests from other
governments for UEP to replicate them;
1iirorences sand other intergovernmental fora and initiatives,
including those organized by TJNEP and whose resulta were impacted or
influenced by UEP involvement: WQrld Food Conference, Rome 1974;
ci)

-4Agrarian Reform and Rural Development, Rome 1979; Desortification,
Nairobi, 1977; New and Renewable Sources of Energy, Nairobi, 1981;
WICEM(Industry), Versailles, 1984; World Fisheries Conference, Rome,
1984; Inter-Parlianentary Conference, Nairobi 1984; Conferences of the
Parties to conventions of CITES in Berne, San Juan, New Delhi, Gaborone
and Buenos Aires and of CMS in Bonn (Oct.1985), United Nations' special
sessions on establishment of a New International Economic Order and on
Development and International Economic Co-operation, the Conference on
the Least Developed Countries, UN Conferences on Human Settlements the UN
Conferences on Population (Bucharest, 1974; Mexico 1984), and reviews of
the International Development Strategy.

Contribution tothe scientific understanding and clarliication of masorf
ecological princlples7and concepts, e g biogeochemical cycles (SCOPE/tINE?),
ecological principles in environmental management (UNESCO/MAD/tINE?)
and the
relationship between conservation arid development (WCS: IUCN/UUEP/WWF).
5

;

V. FAIL.URES AND WEAKNESSES

For the sake of brevity, failures and weaknesses identified in each
subprogramme evaluation are not repeated here.
The more general arid
policy-oriented weaknesses and failures can1, be summarized as follows:
1

c1iireto articulat'.Wnotion f environmental management 17

coheçent operational and practica terms
granted that this copcept
is r1ative1y new an'sUI1 evolving, tINE? as the focal point for
concerted environmental management has yet to fully exercise its
leadership role in the hands-on demonstration of its validity and
efficacy. Many activities have continued in the isolated sectoral
fashion characteristic of pre-Stockholtn eras.
-

A serious weakness ia been the initiation of management activLU
dthout the benefit rj?lor assessment and where a prior assessxunt
has taken place, the failure to f011ow through with clearly defined
management strategies (e.g. in the case of the Tropical Forests
Assessment). One obvious explanation for this untenable situation i
the fi1ure to adhere to the Stockholm Action Plan perspective of th
intrction linkages and feed-back between assessment and management

2

Our eêforts in some critical environmental issues have not beenJ
atche4 with sustaThed intellectual and leadership capabilities ?e g
tórests, soils) nor écompan1ed by'vigorous action at a 1eve1of
expenditure commensurate with the magnitude of the problem in order
to induce a real difference (this uneven performance of concentratio
area budget sublines can be deduced from the summation table)..

3

As Stockholm clearly stated (Proclamation 2), the protection and
improvement of the human environipent, (and hence environmental
Yet in some instances,
management) is the duty of all governments;
our work has Lacked the support cSf the governments necessary for itt

4.

C

beanalated Into practice
ThIs Is particularly true oritse
aspects of the natura1risourcease on which'jierñments ee?'Ièe '
reompiet. .furIsdlctt5r1 Thus our Plans of Action fortSoil aad%arir
}fammals remain unsupoted and unimplemented and there is no real
evidence of the application of principles and guidelines so far
Dspite the grave environmental implications of
roduced.
for.atatio4 and d.esijftcatioi the Plan of Action for Tropical
Forests has had an unduly long gestation period, and UNCOD
(Desertification Control) Plan of Action remains largely
unimplemented.

5

Je have failed to move beyond our traditional environmental
contituency-, both in terms of expert advice and involvement, to
reach out to other societal groups who also have an important stake
in the outcome of any environmental management activity. We have not
succeeded in widely disseminating the available technical informatjo
into data useable for development planning.

VI.
1.

LESSONS LEARNED

Programme Implementation
The following most significant lessons were learned, ranging
from the initial formulation of projects, through their
implementation by TiME? and/or cooperating agencies, organizations, or
governments, to their follow-up, all with a view to achieving the
objective of environmentally sound management.

àrmulaUori of projects: The project document for a proposed
activity should clearly reflect and specify the objectivesof
the project within the context of the Programme, the methods,
the expected outptus, the schedule of implementation, the
specific target groups to be ieached, and follow-up to ensure
:utilLzation and practical appication of the activity whether
it involves training, transfei- of technology or skills, policy
guidance, etc.
Project initiation and cooperation:

1UEP should play a more prominent role,a initiator of
proposals for act! ;where a cooperating agency
implements the project, more control should be exercised
by tINE? on workplans, time schedules, quality
performance; and UNEP should supply more intellectual
input.

Experience has shown thatiGOs can be more effective
IPaL't.nersin some activities and more use should be made
of them.
The recognition that most environmental problems cannot
be solved in a short time implies thatcollaboration and
uudlng should be secured for thilàngterm càntinuatlon
of the project after tINE? catalysis and seed funding
stops.
Securing participation and financial
responsibility from donor or local governments at the
outset of a pilot project should prevent the abandonment
of worthwhile projects as was the case in several
involving pest control, slum improvement, and a genebank
network.

Whenvernments are involved in the planning and
development of an activity and take part in choosing the
priorities of a specific sub-programme, the activity is
more likely to enjoy the governments' financial support
and participation and thus to achieve noticeable success,
as in the case of the Regional Seas Action Plans and of
the Montevideo Environmental Law Programme.

-6
c.

Follow-up to projects:

Tvluaionand

monitoring ot the project should continue during the
implementation and after the formal completion of the activity:
ti)
by contacting trainees periodically, requesting feedback, and
possibly offering further advanced training, (ii) by visiting the
project sites and (iii) disseminating project results and their
impacts.

2.

FlexibIlity In Internal organizational and administrative arrangements
a.

The envtsa&ed team approachjshould be facilitated by flexible
administrative and financIa' support enabling for example funding for
one multi-sectoral project from several budget lines.

b.

ieateroperatIonai links jeed to be established between and within
the three functional tasks of the environment programme and a firm
policy should be established to ensure that these are adhered to.
VII.

NEW APPROACHES

Based on the lessons learned, several new approaches and initiatives
proposed to promote environmentally sound management:

re

Using the multi-sectoral team of experts in different filds, attention
1.
will be focussed on specific problems where UNEP can make a difference in
environmentally sound management, in particular:
national level: (i)ef forts will be made to concentrate
)oiltic envi.'onmental manaernent rii" afew selected countries to
raticability and rep].icability
demonstrate its efficac.',
(ii)
ears,
concentration
in
a
few
for
3
to
DeseFtificatton Control
4
countries in order to orient their national plans towards sustainable
development.

At the regional level iii BsinAction Plans f'or water
management; impact assessment of water development and mining upon
hydrogeological and geological conditions; and agricultural pest control
especially of the tsetso fly - all of which can be coordinated in the
Zambezi Basin as a demonstration of holistic or multi-sectoral management.
To encourage coordination, stringently apply catalysis, avoid duplication
and administrative waste, we will seek to:
2.

link regional programmeS already in' place such as the Regional Seas
Action Plans,
--

-

stimulate cooperation, between overnment
conservation problems, and

which share similar

Identify more carefully which naUonal priorittes.for actionshould
be addressed primarily by which UN agencies including tJNEP, FAO,
UNESCO, and other implementing organizations such as IUCN, so as to
increase complementarity and additionality.
3.

To address emerging needs for action, we will:
a)

vigorously 'eek seed m2ney o accelerate the implementation at the
national level of the World Conservation Strategy and the Biosphere

-7Reserve Action Plan, using the auccesfu1 trut. Eundg approach
and other successful models as the Regional Seas programme,
CITES and, soon, CMS.;
link the longterm research on biogeochemical cycles, and
interaction between them, with man, and with climate and
relating such holistic research to the formulation of new
government and international policies, to protect essential
ecological and life-support processes;
use demonstration projects as centres for studies, training,
transfer of technology, and tests for economic viability;
increasingly omputerize useful data to ease its storage,
retrieval and dissemination in order to accelerate
environmentally sound management.
VIII.

TARGETS

In environmental management., UNEP's Programme will strive to achieve
the following specific targets for 1990:

Globally and Re1onally
To finalize arotoèo1 on chlorofluorócarbons to the Vienna Ozone
Convention, and guidelines on trade in chemicals, and environmental impact
assessment, and to initiate guidelines on environmental emergencies and
compensation mechanisms.
To secure rmpiementauon of the Marine Mammals Global Plan of Action.

h enéeât more'art!esó'4gl'obal conservation
To obtain
Conventions.: CITES, CMS, World Heritage, and Wetlands.
Toexpand the MIRCENnetwork, and establish a genebank for animal
genetic resources and a referral network for microbial genetic resource use in
management.
To disseminate practical guidance on methods torinfuse development
rplans with environmental considerations in the management of drylands, river
basins, tropical forests and degraded reclaimed land.
To train policy-makers and technIcians in minimum numbers as follows:
500 in esertLtIcat&on' control; 500 in ater management and pollution control
300 on rural water supply and sanitation, 100 on'minera]. resource use, 100 on
ntegrated crop production'and tsetse control, and 200 on environmental
analysiS of development projects
Nationally (i) rto io cuntrtes affected b,y decertification selected from
Africa, Asia and Latin America would have formulated and installed national
action plans designed Eo orient their development patterns towards sustainable
development, (ix)3 couniries having translated national soils polCciee,
conservation strafegies, and sound agricultural and land use policies into
development planning and secured financing for their implementation; (iii)
selected countries of the potentially harmful
comprehensive assessment
nvronmental agents and their impacts and machinery in place for their
regulation and control; (iv) to have firmly established the wo large pilot
rprosecs coverIng 150 villages and 30 semi-arid stock-raising zones stipulated
in the Cairo Programme of African Cooperation on the Environment.
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cecutive Summary of the Evaluation of
the achievements of UNEP in the
Sub-Progranvne

I. OBJTIVES
The idea of a global environment assessment programme ("Earthwatch) was
presented in 1972 at the tJ Conference on the Human Environment, Stockholm.
karthwatch was to be one of the three major programmes of the proposed Action
Plan on the Human Environment (the other t prograrrnes being Environmental
Management and Supporting Measures).

It was conceived as an internationally financed arid co-ordinated global system
of national facilities and services, which should study the interactions
between man arid the environment, provide early warning of environmental

hazards, and determine the status of selected natural resources.

1artriwatch was to be composed of four major Groups of functions. The first,
evaluation (including forecasting), was to provide the continuous overview and

stimulos necessary to assure that appropriate actions are taken within the
The three other functions - monitoring, research, and information
excnange - were to provide the data, understanding and consensus necessary for
the identification and assessment of specific environmental problems.
programme.

The specific relationships of the de facto elements of Earthwatch (GE!4S, the
Global Environment Monitoring System; Outer Limits; IRPIC, the
International Register of tentially Toxic Chemicals; INTERRA;
Environmental Data and SOE, the State of the Environment Report) have not

always been clearly defined with respect to the four Earthwatch functions

mentioned above.

Nonetkless, the objectives, activities and historical

mandates ot each element, indicate that: GE'4S is concerned with monitoring,
evaluation, research and the production of assessments; Outer Limits, with
evaluation arid research; IOTRA arid IRPTC, with Information exchange;
Environmental Data, with making monitoring and assessment data available for
jesearch, evaluation and information exchange; and SOE, with provision of
information exchange at a political level.

rSince 1974, 56 proJects have been conpieted within EarthEch (see below for
cost breakdowns). Forty-two projects are on-going (see below for projected

total costs).

II.
cDST3

FINANCIAL DATA

UNEP

SOE

1,287, 642

40,000

258, 750

DATA

1,717,063
4,099,398

610, 708
681, 853

153,000
5,027,119

54, 462

747, 000

7,553,000

8,342,000

INFOI'ERRA

GS

'IOTAL

S

107,863

9,690,152
2,409,420
16,961,000

13, 884, 000

15,511,565 10,421,561 34,499,441

17,010,900

IRP1

ow& L1IT

'IOTAL %s

ONOJING

ODMPIErED
OTHERS
UNEP

609,780

2,409,257

tJNE

97
72
93
94
51
52

OTHERS

3

28
7
6

49

48
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III.

FINANCIAL CATALYSIS

Co-operating agencies estimate that national counterpart contributions have.
been in excess of $279 million, makuj UNEP's catalytic contribution of they

ordèr of l7.

IV.

MTJOR ACHIEVENTS AND EFFECTS

(See also the individual executive sunnaries for GE]4S, Oiter Limits; IRPTC,
INFC111ERRA; Environmental Data and SOE.)

Global and regional
visionit'fi1n GEMS à reliable envxonniental data here none or
very few existed before, allowing the construction of soundly-based models
for understanding environmental processes (e.g., carbon dioxide increase
and impacts, saheliari ecosystem functioning) and for formulating
corrective and management actions (e.g. in ozone, urban air quality and
The

tropical forests).

Three operational global 4S Health-related Monitoring (networks/fot
air, water and.. food contamination, regularly, providing data. Each networc
has a global databank as well as global and regional centres for ensuring

t*

that the data are reliable and of high quality.
,.

A acKground Air Pollution Monitoring Network BAR4oN), Lfl391'n.ng 957

ticipatirountries.)(see Tables 1 and 2, Fig. 3).

Tne initiation and inpiementation of the'
'climate impict Studies7
Progra'me as part of the O World Climate Programme.

ôzöI

±thodif icàtI6nnd its impact
Regular assessments of
ler
whicfl has provided the básic scientific iñEormation upon which the Vienna
Convention for the protection of the ozone layer has been based.
The 1985 assessment of the

ee

Sé jáiTIe....baè*sue by tJNEP,

WD and IU has identified research rieedshd programme 'uidelines to
obtain regional solo-economic assessments of the impacts of climate
cnange caused by increases of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.

Computerized centralTiii

éiitiàl1dbüs che!'âTi,/ouilt by

the IRP1X Programme /tivity Centre assisted by national correspondents
and other network partners, containing:

data profiles on 500 chemicals of international significance;
a file of national regulations and national and international
recormmendátions on 5,000 chemicals from 60 countries;

a file of waste treatment and disposal methods on 563 chemicals;
a library and documentation system with 3,500 publications on over
40,000 chemicals;

on-line access to major computerized bibliographical and factual
information systems related to chemicals;

a file on ctiemicals currently tested for toxic effects (jointly with
the IPCS) in its initial phase.
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Ajery-respónse service fbr users world-wide operated by the iiwrc
Programme Activity Centre with assistance from network partners with a
frequency of incoming queries in 1985 of one query per day;
An international, world-wide environmental information systeni f(INyiIA,)
established, comprising four international networks for the exchange of
environmental information.
A database of environmental information sources established within
INFOTERRA, which has so far provided answers to 34,000 queries from 104
countries (17,400 from developing countries).
A technical book, "The World Envirdrinent 1972i982", provided
decision-makers with an analysis of the changes, both positive arid
negative, that have taken place in the human environment over the decade
and made them aware of both the successes arid shortfalls.

Annua1 State o the Enviromnt

tsThave kept under review the world

environmental situation.
National

Tne direct initiation or
rengthenir3 of national HRM activities in
China, Iran, Malaysia, Papua
proxznately 25 developir countries (e g
NewG.iinea arid the Philippines, for air pollution monitoririg;arid Fiji,
Indonesia, India, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, for national water quality
(See also next point.)
monitoring networks).
,

A de facto network of
tional ecological inventory and monitoring efforts
wnicn makes use of the Gv1S three-tier (ground, air, space) approach in
such countries as Botswana, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Mali, Nigeria, Peru,
Senegal, Tanzania, Uganda.

raelines fof the prepaation of National SOE Reports have been designed
for helping developing countries prepáre national SOE Reports.

2b0 persons from INEOThRRA national focal points have beerztrained

WERRA

n the

systetn4

Ari[IRPTC training prograie for national network partners (5 trainees) arid
expert users (60 trainees jointly with IPS), in particular from
developing countries.
Over 1,oO ziaEi&ial personnel have teen involved in various GEMS'
monitoring network training coursè and workshops.

V.

FAILIJIES AND WEAKNESSES

Ear.hwatd has never furctioned as aco-ordinated whole. 1 Its elements all
have their noteworthy achievements, but internal co-ordination has been ad
The lack of
hoc, horizontal, and dictated largely by personal relationships.
co-ordination is largely due to there being no clear definition of Earthwatch
responsibilities within UNEas a whole ,o-one,or exaxtple has been in
[charge" of Earthwatch since Stockbolm)
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The lack of co-ordination between the Environmental Assessment and
vironmental Management lervices may be sen as a major failing of both
Services.. The implied bbjective first voiced at Stockholm of sound
environmental management based on valid environmental assessments based in
turn on reliable environmental data has not been achieved within ONE? in
general.
The relationship between Earthwatch and EMS has not been what it
should have been due in part to the incoherence of the Earthwatch programme
and in part to the uncertainty of overall purpose and function of EMS.

Pssessment pr thtior
Earthwatch's weakest area: o,,'coinprehensive
nvironmentai assessments, as defined by the 1979 Meeting of
overriment-designated experts in environmental assessment (UNEPAA7G. 30/4), have
'et been produced.
The Environment Assessment Service currently has only one
professional staff member whose time is wholly taken up with the atmosphere
portion of Oiter Limits. Tnerefore, apart from analyses and assessments
related to atmosphere (see above), the assessment mantle has been largely
assumed by Gd4S/PAC, which is also very understaffed (see above). Other units
and programmes in EJNEP have been responsible for carrying out some technical
analyses (most notably
A/PAC , CC/PAC and IFCS), and the potential for
thers clearly exists in elements of EMS, such as Genetic Resources. This
?Otential can only be realized through a co-ordinated, strengthened Earthwatch.

VI.
L.

LESSONS LEARNED

The information provided by Earthwatch must be put to practical use by
the nations of the world: the use of the data at the practical planning
and management level particularly by developing countries has to be
encouraged, for example, by:
ensuring that the documents and reports produced actually
ernedtat both national and international level, and

e..tciios

iMiiig se1Jàii and

synsi (na4ional and regional) to put over the
Earthwatch findings and their significance in a clear and concise
manner. This will facilitate their inclusion in preparations for
demonstratiori projects, for convention or guideline production, or
for direct Innagement action, as appropriate.
.

3.

Within UNEP operational links between Earthwatch and Environmental
Management and a mechanism to manage those links need to be established.
Until a number of issues are addressed at a policy level by UNEP
management, it will be very difficult to establish meaningful connections
between UNE2 Earthwatch activities and UNEP Environmental management
actions.
For example, the present sectoral structure of ENS, the
seemingly inviolate concept or oneperson onibudget line,f and the
inability to fund roects from more than onéiudget line pave combined to
make practical linkages between ENS and the more broadly-based,
cross-sectoral Earthwatch elements more difficult.
Each of the existing programme elements involved in UNEP has established
With some agencies
its own links with co-operating agencies.
co-operation is excellent, with others it is less than satisfactory. The
problem, however, is common to the whole of UNEP. Nevertheless, agency

links must be improved, for ex- .leby resutXr the
expired five years ago
Workm3
oup on EahwatcIf

in.e-er7

Special
attention must be given to invo ving UNDP and the World Bank in the work
of Earthwatch, particularly with regard to the application of Earthwatch
activities and findings to the needs of developing countries.
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N3 APPRDACHES '10 TAKE ACQJUNT
OF LRRSONS LEARNED

The establishment within GEMS OfrGRID is a major attenpt to ensure more
effective use of GEMS data by helping to bridge the gap between
iwnitoring/assessment and environment/resource management. GRID will make

it easier for users to gain access to data spread aitorg various data
It will assist them in manipulating relevant
environmental variables to describe state and trend and to gain insight
into cause-effect relationships. It will also facilitate the development
of national or regional monitoring capabilities. It is important that the

centres and Prograniie areas.

ENS elements of UNEP work with GEMS and the other relevant Earthwatch

units in making use of the data management service of GRID. GRID can
provide a means of designing sound environment management actions that
will ininediately benefit the nations of the world, particularly developing
nations.

It is necessary toát1ónalise the functional structure of tJt'IEP's
Earthwatch-related activities.
Within UNEP, the programme elements mainly concerned with the various

Earthwatcri fuxxtions from field monitoring to the production of

coriprehensive full assessments are: GFI4S/PAC (monitoring, GRID),

Outer Limits - atzisphere,

INFOTERRA, IRP'IC with ENS Health (Criteria
programme) and Aricultural Cnernicals, Environmental Data Unit,

Tney sh3uld be brought together as a cluster in
sucn a way that co-ordination of Earthwatch activities can be
attained.

Assessment and SOE.

An

'erall Co-ordinatorof

UNEP's

appointed.

Earthwatch activities should be

Within Earthwatch, the ràEIvIS/PAC should have the responsibility for

(C)

co-ordinating all the assessment activities that might arise out of
the whole of UNEP's programme and not just those assessments that
will result from the monitoring and assessment activities of the PAC
itself. Te new emphasis on assessment activities will have staff
and funding implications within GEMS/PAC.

arthwát±i should have overall responsibility for both the technical

information and general public information colponents of UNEP' s
Earthwatcn Assessment programme. It would, however, work through

established UNEP units (e.g. Information Service, Infoterra, etc.)
GEMS ocean monitoring and assespnent activities probably should
remain with (XA PAC tlough the urtiohal links between OCA PAC and
!the rthwatch PAC :1n this area should be strengthened.
VIII.

(See also the individual

TARGEIS

ecutive Summaries of the Earthwatch components.)

The development within the Environment Progran of UNEP of a mechanism,
for ensuring loperational links between Earthwatch and Environmental

4anageinent,' pertaps in the form of fundamental restructuring of either, or

bDth.
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Preparation of tei.{a1 analyses ar fu11assessnents. ( A list of those
The analyses an assessments will be based
proposed is given in Table 1.
on data drawn from GENS networks as well as from other sources.
The
assessment reports will be in plain language for the use of decision
makers and planners (see future approaches); they should be organised and
managed by the GS PAC.
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Table 1
Planned Technical Analysis
witn Target Dates*

- 1posure corrmitrnents: PAHs
arid some pesticides (1986)

- Ebposure commitments: Co,
Mg and Thallium (1986)

Preliminary list of Assessments

- Assessment of Man at Risk from
environmental chemicals: heavy
metals and pesticides (1987)
- Assessment of Man at Risk from
environmental chemicals: multimedia exposure (1990)

- Global water quality: selected water bodies (1987)
- Preliminary analyses of
exposure at HE1Ls (1989)

- Mycotoxins in human food
cnains: risk and prevention

- Assessment of Man at Risk from
mycotoxins (1988)

(1986)

- Ecosystem response to
environmental agents (1988)

- Assessment of Biota at Risk
from acid deposition (1989)

- Analysis of precipitation
chemistry data quality (1986)

- Assessment of Atmospheric
changes from analyses of BAR4oN data
(1986)

- Trends seasonality and regionalisation of precipitation

kmc4-r,

44_.f..4

(1U7\
._#IS I)

- Assessment of Man and Ecosystems at
at Risk from induced and natural
climate change (1989)

-

Wet deposition of si1phur
and nitrogen in areas of low
density of EA21oN stations (1987)
- Distribution and trends on
turbidity data (1987)

- Global pollutant tranfer in
light of general atmospheric
circuLation (1988)
- elations between pH and
precipitation chemistry (1989)

* These Assessments will be based largely on GEMS data with support from
appropriate national databases, etc. Other Assessments will be possibly based
on data from other sources, both within and outside of tJMEP.
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Preliminary list of Assessments
with Target Dates*

- Contribution of biosphere and
oceans to the carbon cycle using (02
data (1990)
- Seasonal and short-term fluctuations in atnospheric (1)2 (1988)
Suspended particulate matter
trends in semi-arid regions (1990)
- The Jorld Glacier Inventory (1986)

- Mass balance trends in selected
reference glaciers (1988)

- Tropical forest cover extent and
trends in South America using
AVHRR data (1986)

- Assessment of Ecosystems at Risk:
Global forests (1990)

- Use of AVHRR satellite data
for monitoring arid land
production (1988)

- Assessment of Ecosystems at Risk:
Tropical rangelands (1989)

- Application of desertification
assessment methodologies through
GRID at national level (1987)
- Status of selected reptiles
and amphibians (1986)

- Assessment of Species at Risk:
(1988)
does extinction matter?

- Rare and endangered
Papilionacaea (1986)

-Analyses of GRID applications
at global, regional and national
scales (1987)

- Assessment of applicability of
GRID technology to environmental problem
solving at global, regional and national
levels (1987)
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Executive Summary onüpportin i(easuros3
Objectives
The Stockholm Conference Action Plan summed up the various

recommendations according to function into three components, nrnely, the
global environment assessment programme (earthwatch), the environ:nental
management activities and the supporting moasuros. The first two are
discussed in the respective executive summaries. As concelvod.at Stockholm,
supporting measures comprising education, trainIng and public information wcsro
to back-up the other two components.
Our experience since Stockholm has however shown that other

çcros_cutLLnt subject.s would be best. intera1od with the cupportth ncurea
These include envirorunental law and machinery, (previously wIth oevcnmenLcl
prov1ouly
management); environmental Fects of development plann!ng
wit.henvironnient and development) and ecbxUcal co-operation (technical

assistance).
Our objective will therefore be to work in co-operation with Earthzatch
and Managemeni to assisi countries aLtain sustainable development by enhancing
their capability through public awareness in education, training, technical
co-operation in institution building and incorporation of environmental
dimensions in development planning.

SupportIng measures wi.11 coherently and regularly ensure that results of
Earthiatch and ?fanagement reach the appropriate constituents at the regional
and national levels and will promote their application through institution
building and technical co-operation activities.
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Financial data

Data from the following sub-programmes:

Envircirnental Law r:;d

Machinery, Environmental Education and Training, Public Information
Technical Co-operation is summed up below:
Ongoing

Completed
tINE?

Others

UNEP

Toitl

Others

U7IEP

Env.& Dcv.

5,987,177

9,414,095

2,486,222

2,742,606

41

Law

1,196,034

367,884

1,051,293

542,033

80

Education

4,228,971

6,497,015

2,463,014

3,718,860

40

Training

6,714,285

17,757,151

1,297,016

4,183,049

26

mation

7,040,948

4,884,625

10,765,82a

-1,066,398

75./

Reg..Co.

5,722,743

2,716,163

10,650,27-7

9,482,438

57.J

41,636,933.

28,713,645

21,735,384

Infor-

l0'IAL

3o,c9O,158

,

Financial and inte11ectual catalysis:

Th19 is di9icult to quantify.

However it Is clear that Ccv

attach considerable importance to support measures, as is evidenl L.
number of CC decisions each year, the enthusiasm with which the tcEnvironment Day is celebrated each year, the constant requests fLCr.'

Ôovernments, lnstituIons and individuals for support, and the in: number of enviromnental convenlions-/protocols.
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Major achievements

These are brought. out. in individual executive summaries.

However the

following should be underlined:

Global level

-

Over[25.000 Lrainee

in general and specialized field trained;

(this figure is sum.ned up globally arid is relevant. Lo regional and

national levels)

3 tiobal conventions (CITES, CMS, Ozone Layer) andi? cet

-

!juidelines;

of.

see under Environmental Law and Wildlife and Protected

Areas and Outer Limits;

Preparation of 'uóthodologios

-

and tools

raL1onil1sing the

envlroruiient-doveloprnent relationships'.

0

Repiona1

-

N'

Over

-

O,OOO persons hjve received training in general environmental

managmont through workshops and seminars organized undr the lEE? in
Africa, Asia arid the l'acific and Latin America and the Caribbean;

-

jtrengthan of'Róglonal Commlaaioñé cpabilities to incorpornt

environmental dimension!

in their programmes through support to their

Environmental Co-ordination Units;

-

t7

convertUns

environxnent

-

and 13 related protocols on iri.ne'andcoaøLa1i

see under Environmental Law and Oceans;

Support to

and lifestyles;

1seminars on alternative patterns of dovolorment
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National level

Strengthening the capacity of countries to understand environmental

-

problems through the fellowship programme and short-term coneultancios.
In Africa alone the experts supported wore 377, while advisory missions
through consultancies were 65.

In the European region the exports

supported were 60 and the missions supported 8.
-

Assistance to countrIes tostabflenvironinental legislation/and

machinery (direct and through a manual on how to do this).

-

61overnmen.a participatli

n tha'1984 UNEP Provisiona

Notification Scheme;

-

Over 70

-

Ovo

countrIes

participatin& 1nWED activtties'

40 govornmenls offIcially Inc rporating environmenLl

áduition cm

their programmes and legislaLion

Failures

-

Failures identified in the overall £xeculive summary e.g.

FTiioto j

follow-upjactiviLies and ttainecs; poor formulation of projects;

lailure to)

ub].Iciseand disseminate in a co-ordinated manner the results attained by
UUEP Earthwatch, Management and Support, are shared here as well.

-

This group of

ub-prograinmes has notbeenco-ordinated pro2rnn,rnatical]'

r LnstituLionally in-house as aclosely knit package./ Consequently the
concept of Supporting Measures has not been effectively and coherently

translated into a back-up mechanism for EarLhwatch and Manaement as these
touch base with.global, regional and national level application and
dissemination.

-

Unkaes In-house, and with ReGIonal Offices have been weak in (he

f

design of regional progranirnes and their implementation; in maintaining regular

consultations and feedback to arid from headquarters; in mutual exchano of
informatIon, and in maintaining a focussed Interaction with regional bodies,
institutions and programmes.
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Within the Supporting Measures, results attained from one sub-programme
have not automatically fed into other sub-programmes, neither have they
routinely fed into EarthwaLch-Environ!nenlal Management interactions.

Lessons learned

-

ZJecessary environmental awareness has been by and lar&e

rtablished

and Programme's limited resources would have greater impact if

deployed to strengthen capabilities of countries by applying availablo
knowledge in methodologies, tools, etc.

There is a need for aai-efu1 planning oE the information
programmes to avoid overlap and duplication, and orchestrate publicisthg of
results of our activities.

Adoption of environmental 4nventioris

-

protocols, principles,

guidelines, actIon programmes and plans .is noVan end in itself.

I

Implementation is.

There is need to establish clear responsibilily and closo
co-operation within (a) supporting measures, as a coherent group of
activities1 in-house and with Regional Offices;

and b) between Supporting

Measures and the other two components, namely Earlhwatch and Envi.ronncniul
Management.

See chart on Reorganization of the OEP.

P'uture approaches

Conceptually and institutionally in-house, this focal area will

work closely with other focal areas tostabllsh itself as truly vupportiveof
them.

The concept of focal areas is ecplained in the FCC Minutes and the

paper on Reorganization of the OEP.

Results from the focal areas will be increasingly translated end
applied as tools at regional and national level.

In reaching countries in general and in concentrating in some
countries,

comprehensive approach of all LINE? activities will be pursued.

in development planning and co-operation, a new orientation will
emphasize (a) Lesting and application of available methods and prododures,
iak1ng selected environmental issues of major concern to developing countries,
and (b),

roviding guidance on how to incorporate environmental consideration

systematically in development policy and planning.

dcllZL
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-

4
Tarp'ots for 1990

*

CO-

1-r'Vt)t

n co-operation with EarLhwatch, Environmental Management and Regional
Offices, enhance

nvironmontal awareness in 20 selected developing countries

through dissemination o

information and materials through appropriate media

atid also throughsrnall grants to selected NGOs in those countries; and develop

spcItic
auee.

programmes to enhance public awareness of six major environmental
soiI loss, destruction of tropical forests

US4,

fFo)iwta,

J

desettflcationj

iLt*E1cn and tLc c?iemicals

Through lEE!', ensure that

IE'

7

is incorporated in the education systems,

rogrammes and procedures of an additional 20 countries bringing the totl to
over 60.

In Environmental Law, &is{atancowóuld be provideto'at leant 10 /

countries In translating global and regional conventions adopted under WI
auspices into national legislation.

In the field of training (general end

specific), and in ordr to enhance the capacity of developing countries to
deal with their environmental problems training

ould have been provided to

6;5OG professionai, policy and decision makers and technicians

In

Development Planning and Co-opetalion, systematic incorporation of
environmental considerations will be pursued in the countries selected for
concentration purposes in Environmental Management.

/
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25 March 1986

"VU? IN THE kai' DECADE"
Executive Surgitary of the *.mtnar Deliberations

not. by the Executive Director

a

Introduction
.3 day seminar (Mairobi, 17-19 Pebr(aary 1986) represented the pinnacle
of .4 comprensiw. e.lf-svaluaUon exercis. undertaken by VU? during., the
previous 5 *onths. The seminar bad before it tb. finding, of tb. evaluation.
The prss.nt riots is based on:
1.
.2.

The review papers considered by th. Seminar;
Review of UNEP R.gions.1 activitives by the Directors of Regional, and
Liaison Offices;

3.

Sry of the deliberations;

'4.

Recommended prioçities by Senior Advisers;
Rots by the *mbas.adors who participated in the Ssàinar.

5.

It attempts to give a ver brief s'ry of th. main conclusions of the
Seminar essentially with respect to present trends that should be followed by
the S.cretIriat.

The following points seemed to have emerged as a consensus from the
deliberations of the Seminar. Overall the seminar endorsed the. conclusions of
the evaluation and considered the long and intensive internal exercise
ref lectsd a coendabl. spirit of constructive self-criticism.. It was further
noted by several Ambassadors and Senor Advisors that the evaluation was.
sometimes overly self-critical.
Deliberation, of the Seminar
I.

Ovrvl.w
(a)

Successes and Failures:

Since its inception, UUP had undertaken some 1000 projects, which costed
UWEP some $260m...support.tng Organizations and Cooperating Agencies contributed
to the cost of these projects. about $370m.. Over and abov, these projects
induced governments to spend some US$700m. in support of national, monitoring
station,, research, preparations for meetings. etc. The Environment Fund
contributions thus catalysed 4, times as much, resources from CA, SOs and
governments.
-

UVEP had been successful:

Cc)

where governments were involved in d.fining.and developing the
activity e.g. inRegional,S.as or Environmental Law;
in long-term la&g. prograes with-pv.rnm.nta or the U.N.
In
'future we should refrain from small isolated projects;
in activities of multidisciplinary character addressing major

pkoiema;
Cd)

wbee VU? was well Squipp.dand therefore. biew what to do and could
tak. th. lead in. .zndertgking activities.

- Page 2 UNEP failures were of 2 cal..gortes:

Those of management included poor formulation of the projects, poor
The substantive fai,tures arose where ther. was
monit.orin; and poor follow-up.
no integration of assessment and management - or where UNEP had I ailed to ask.
an adequate intellectual impact.

If UNEP aetivities ar. seen by themselves they could appear to . an
incoherent package. They should be seen in the context of other U.N.
'activities, the $WMTEP giving the compute picture. Often, th. Governing
Council is not always clear when it 3. acting a.GC for the UN system
environmental activities as E whole and when it Li guiding the UNEP.
secretariat. Further, it was anomalous that Governments clamoured for
coordination when they did not achieve it between their own delegations to
governing bodies of. different UN agencies.
(b)

7utur. trends

Ci)

Concentration (Progr"tic)

Concentration at the prograimn. level, is necessary. However, merging or
suppressing sub-progranmes is not the best way to achiave it and such
reconmSndations would not be easy issues for the Governing Council. All the
existing subprogrs1Tnh.s were included in the UNEP Prograe at the initiative
of eith.r the Governing Council or the Ut system in developing SWM*!P. These
sub-progruwies should all, be retained and concintr'ation should be expressed in
the biennial Prograimas Budget Documents where UWEP could be dormant in some
ub-progranv.s by allocating few funds and giving priority U to some
activities in other sub-program... In such areas UflP can apply it.
catalytic role without spending too such money or effort as it 'has done for
example, in the Working Environment.
.

In concentrating, UNEP should be guIded by the following considerations:
where no other-organization is domE or can do the job; (2) the.pr'oblem
tto be tackled should be of a multidisciplinary nature; (3) activities where
their continuation can be assured through Trust Fund or other mechanisms.
(4) where UIIEP can assist a number of countries to
after UMEP withdraws;
deal. with conimoz problems;
activities that would help or encourage
(5)
governments in developing countries to develop their own National Environment
)Iachineries;
(6) Avoidance of developmental activities per se
(1)

(ii) Concentration (At the country level)

Developing countries w.rt still not universally convinced of the need to
incorporate ónvironment in their development plan. Hence, UNEP has itill a
major role in helping. to set up machinery which stied rather than obstructed
sound development. To this end, and In view of the limited resources, UNEP
should concentrate, albeit cautiously, on a few selected countries,
particularly the least developed ones for a limited period of time of three to
four years. During the period of concentratjpn concerted action should be
taken in cd-operation with the countries' governmental structure, the
bi],at.ral/multilateral donors, UI agencies, ICO., etc. to help the countries
to riOriàñt their development patterns towards sustsinØle development. In
order to. do this, there. is scope for concentrating on carefully-selseted
multi-disciplinary demonstrations or model projects, which would be in
conformit)' with mP's catalytIc role, besides making better use of limited
Better
resources, assisting in training, and generating a multiplier effect.
use could also be made of regional and sub-regional groupings for the same
activities.

- Page 3 Zeal difficulties exist in selecting individual countries. To facilitate
selection the following criteria should bapplied in selecting countries: (1)
where, with the assistanc, of %7MEP, a country is Utely to derive most
bensf its in reorient..tng it. development plans towards sustainable deve.opment;
(2) where 'a country has a capacity to undertake actions that can be repeated
elsehere; (3) where the governments are willing to co-operate; (4) wb.re we
have had, or continue to have some activities.

UHEP must keep stressing actions like monitoring, regional seas and
environmental law that nobody else could undertake. Xt must increase in
outreach. It must get the right balance between global and national
activities and between maintaining the environmental balance in the Ut system
and maintaining government support.

II. Earthwatch
General Observations
Iarthwatch is the assessment and forecasting element .of the Stockholm.
Action Plan. Ho comprehensive assessment baa emerged from Earthwatch so far.
This is $ very length and continuous prociss. However, a number of technical
assessments have been issued and others an, planned for the near future.

It was clear that components of Earthwatch like GEMS and IRPTC were
essential and will probably continue as permanent elements of UEKP's functionsand that only UHEP was in a position to carry them out.
utur. trends

-.

-

Earthwatch should be consolidsted to include the following elements:
GEMS, including Atmosphere, Environmental Data and GRID. The latter.
should., as . soon as possible, provide countniSs - particularly developing
ones - with dita necessary for assessment and management of their
resources, giving priority to desertification, soil degradation,
deforestation, md marine and inland pollution.
IBPTC

INFOTERRA

Eartbwatch should assist developing countries through technical assistance
in (i) developing their national monitoring systems, Cii) developing their own
environmental data coll.ction and assessment capabilities, (iii) data
standardization, (iv) developing n*tional (GIS) Geographical Information
Systems.
Governments will judge Eanthwatch by what they get out àf it. Their
interests lie in data and assessment they can use in policy. The key policies
are for natural nesotirce management.
It follows that Earthwatch has to be
If management
tied closely to the Environmental Management prograe of. WISP.
needs are once defined, it becomes much easier to decide what kind of
assessment can usefully be conducted.
Asseesment. statements should be prepared to serve management needs,
through an adaptive process -wih the full participation of the end users of
the information.

WISP should not wait to have fool proof data before issuing technical
analyses. These should be provided to fülf ill the needs of Management even if
the data is only 50-60% accurate.

- Page 4 The languag. of communication is crucial. Many.UWEP publications are
written at too technical a level and do not reach those in Governments who
decide policy.
Karthwateh is for politicians at least as much as it is for
scientists, and it must. address th.ir needs and provid, tools they cad use in language everyone can understand.

Technical analyses aM assessments, written in simple language, should
also be put to people at large, particularly pressure groups who in turn would
influence government decision making.
Assessment is a rolling process. Today's State of the Art evaluation are
bound to look imperfect tomorrow. The Assessment coponsnt of Earthwatch has
to be capabl. of continual up-dating as better data com. in.
It can hay, a
variety of produetg - indeed must do so as. the users of its output are divers..
III. nvironmenta.1, ManaKement

General Observations
UEEP had not fully èrticulated the concept of Env.ronmental Management in
coherent operational and practical terms..

The Environmental Management Programme cuts across the whole UV System.
The agencies expect WISP to catalyse their programme areas, most of which are
in resource management. This must be done without competition, duplication or
overlapping, and with the Agencies whose participation is essential.
The
problem is that resoktrces are limited:
there has to be a choice of where
emphasis should be placed.
Future trends

Assessment, Management and Support are functions which should not be
separated when undertaking an activity.
Particularly, when applying the
concentration strategy at the country or regional level to help govórnmenta
re-orient their development plans and programmes towards sustainable
development, all three functions are a must.
In discharging its Environmental Management functions, UUEP should avoid a
sectora.L approach its solving environmental problems that invariably are of a
multidisciplinary and multisectoral nature. The holistic approach by
multidisciplinary teams is both neceisary and a. contribution UiTEP could
especially provide. Further,. Government involvement is essential as
Environmental Management was above all oriented towards meeting the needs of
people.
More activ, support to and involvement of research and academic
organisations and UGO5 irs developing countries is on. method of getting wider
identification by thes, countries with environmental objectives. Such
participation would also assist in the success of projects.
Experience has shown that UNEP was more successful where it was abl. to
encourage 1 gr'p of countries in a specific region, who share the same
ecological problems, to got together regardless. of their political differences
and agree to work together. Such was the case with Regional Seas Programme
and the. recent Ministerial Conference on the Environment held in Cairo. This
approach should be followed, for instance, in inland water and international
river basin programmes. Regional offices should play a. mor. active role in
this respect.

-

- Page 5 Follow-up of eompl.ted and on-going proj set. should be systematis.4,
ass..sing their impact and ensuring continuation of efforts to bring about the
required results.
IV.

uvort Measures
General Observations

Support Measures includ, the following sub-progrs.s: (1) Environmental
Law and Machineries, (2) Environmental Education and (3) Training, (4)
Informtion, -(5) Environment and Development and (6) Technical Co-operation.
The six sub-prograzmn.s were not homogeneous as in the other areas discussed
previously although, as a group they were all crucial to the success of the
management and assessment activities.
Future trends

It is of utmost importanc. that before any Information activity is
undertaken, the target audienc, should be clearly identified. Target
audiences should be chosen depending on the effect we want to aehiSve from the
dissemination of information. This principle should be extended to all. UMEP
publications. FQr maximum impact UWEP publications should not be strictly
copyrighted and all interested should be able to use information in our
publications with only an acknowledgement to TEP.
Education and publLc information should jointly convey, the environmental.
messaga through formal and non-formal means. Public information should be
based upon knowledge and facts derived from environmental monitoring and
assessment and should highl4ght lessons lSarned from management activities.
This should be expanded through an "Outreach" prograe using all possible
means in environmental diplomacy through efforts by the Executive Director,
senior staff, regional offices, and last but no least, an Information office
concentrating upon public relations activities.

Environmental education was crucial because .nvironmental degradation
could only be curbed at source, through these means. There were other
agencies than UMSCO to involve: ILO for example. The media-- and hence the
Information sub-programme - had a major educational. role, nd education needed
a broad approach through MGO5, religious and other groups with influence in
the cosmunity as well as through the narrower educational sector.
Training of technicians frám developing countries, can be made more
cost-effective through organizing rhobile teams of trainers who would visit
groups of countries and give training in-situ. Systematic follow-up of
trainees is of the essence.
More el.ctivity.was needed in the training sub..programme. Preference
should be given to young people, with long service ahead of them, who were
working in appropriate posts.

Through it. technical co-operation prograne, U7ITEP should give priority to
assist -developing countries in setting up their own envirOnmental machinery
thus fostering links between UWEP and governments and enhancing catalytic
capabilities of UflP.
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V..

j1ttonihtv with th. UN system,

UVEP has a r.aponsibility to inject .nvtronni.ntal dimensions in the U.N.
In doing this UNIP should not try to influence ag.ncies across
programmes.
th. board, rather on specific subjects where. UNZP has a highly developed
.xp.rtis.. This is particularly tru. when UVEP is introducing inte.l.ctual
catalysis only.

The percentage of exp.nditur.s from the Fund of UNNP which went to
co-operating agencies dropped from .44% in 1979 to 30% in 1985. Thu could
indicate that (1) UNZP having discharged its catalytic role, cb-op.rating
agencies are including environmental considerations in their on programmes at
their own expense or (2?
usefulness to its partners is diminishing.

Agencies will be influenced by UUP:
if it can provide intellectual leadership;
theycan 'derive political or administrative advantages from the
association ;
if they derive a financial advantage
If No. 3 ii fading, (1) and (2) should be emphasized if vs are to continue
working with the UN system. UNEP cannot afford to stand in isolation via a
vis the WI system. Active co-operation with ag.rtcies should be maintained
while at th. same tim. co-operating with Governments: developed and
developing, and IGOs and ICOs. The decline of DIE? funds spent in
co-opsratio with Agencies can be legitimately explained. Increas, of
environmental awaren.si among developing' countries, has led to mor. requests
which VIE? could not ignore. These, coupled with more and mor. decisions
taken by the Governing' Council on regional programmes and networks, claimed
financial resources detracting from the share of the agencies.
In devising future SWMTEP the mechanism of Thematic Joint Programming
should be used. However, lINE? should not change at will what was agreed at
h. Thematic Joint Programming exercises as this has a tendency to alienate
the agencies.
To the extent possible, the pattern of stop and go in the approval of
projects should be discontinu,d. It was disruptive to agencies and had
This is a
negative effect on the smooth implementatIon of projects.
weakness, stemming from inconsistent Governments voluntary contributions to
the Fund.
VI. Targets
UNEP should propose to the Governing council very precise and specific
These ihould be limited in number and
targets for the next five to ten years.
b. coensurate with the financial' resources likely to be'available in that
tim. span.

Targets should be of two types: (a) detailed targets at the
sub-programme level to function as management tools, (b) major targets for
Lii.
LINE? asa whole designed so as to attract international attention.
targets, 'however, must be realistic.

- Page 7 The substance of the targets is the responsibility of the Executive
Director, and hence the meeting was not called upon. to endors, th. targets
presented. Participants were however, invited to couun.nt/critiz. them in
order to assist the Secretariat in arriving at concrete, realistic and
measurable targets.
Modifications were suggested and forwarded to he
Executive Director.
Regional Offices in consultation with the.Of fLee of the Environment
Programm. should play a major role in helping governments setting up their own
targets for he region.
In choosing targets UNEP must look ahead.
It takes time to develop
action, and addressing tomorrow's needs demands a forward-looking analysis.
Some major themes like desertification, deforestation or greenhouse gases will
continue - but the Regional Seas intiatives is an exampl. of a present
priority that should be self-propelling tomorrow.
In looking to the future,
moreover, WTEP must consider the wider ocio-.conomic context of action:
The
debt crisis, militarization, wasting resources in developing counri.s,
population preserv, and the creation of ecological refugees wer. mentioned as
sucheontextual themes.. Th. impact of the post-industrial era and' genetic
engineering should be lOoked into. (Attached 'in Annex I ar. the lists Of
proposed targets, overall, and by sub-programme.)

UNEP Constituency
UNEP' a national' contitueney is not clear (whereas TAO or WHO have obvious
constituencies inMinistriO. of Agriculture or Health). The need is to
optionize a complex net Of 'linkages. National environmental machineri.s
should comprise a general membership not only drawn fr9m governments, but from
informal sectors such as youth, religious groups, community leadership,
industry and the scientific cmmunLty. These aU form part of the
constituency which UNEP ihould maintain effective contact with and credibility.
.

Structural Changes for More Effic.rtt Performance

To improve th. operational efficiency o! the Environment Programme, change
in its functional arrangementá should be made. This. change is predicated upon
the need fOr' multi-disciplinary approaches to solve environmental problems.
Previously most activities were dealt with by one person or one budget line.
To integrate activiti.a ona particular theme or subject area, however, the
experience of the Programme Activity Centres has shown that it is essential to
organia. the Programme into Iiumber of' viable units, with a critical mass of
staff and with enough administrative flexibility to enable those staff,to
function as an efficient interdisciplinary team. Centres has shown that it is
essential to organise the Programme into a number of units, with a critical
mass of staff and with enough administrative flexibility to enable those staff
to function as an efficient interdisciplinary team.

V.

38/161.

Resolutions adopted on the reports of the Second Committee

Process of preparation of the Etnironmental
Perspecth'e to the Year 2000 and Beyond

The Genera! .'lssen:h/y,
Recalling the importance it has attached at previous sessions to the development of the Environmental Perspective to the Year 2000 and Beyond.

Recalling also its request to the Governing Council of
the United Nations Environment Programme at its dcventh session to make concrete recommendations to the
General Assembly at its thirty-eighth session, through the
Economic and Social Council at its second regular session
of 1983, on the modalities for preparing the Environmental Perspective,62

I. Notes with satisfaction decision 11/3 of the Governing Council of the United Nations Environment Programme on the process of preparation of the Environmental Perspective to the Year 2000 and Beyond, adopted on
23 May 1983; 63

Wekones the desire of the Governing Council to
2.
develop the Environmental Perspective and transmit it to
the General. Assembly for adoption, benefiting in carrying

out that function from its consideration of the relevant
proposals made by a special commission;
3. Approves the decision of the Governing Council to

establish, in order to assist it in fulfilling its mandate in

mission, should take fully into account the need for appi"
pnate geographical distribution and regional balance °
membership and the importance of ensuring that at le:i
halfof the members of the commission are from the dcvr
oping countries, as well as the need to consult as approp"
ate with representatives of Governments, intergovernme'
tat and non-governmental organizations, industry, II'
scientific community and others concerned with the cnv'
ron men t;
7.

Requests the Executive Director to establish

"

interim special account under the financial regulations

the United Nations to which voluntary contributior'
would be credited and from which disbursements woul'
be made for the purposes of the establishment of the spr
cial commission, custody over and responsibility for *h'
account to be transferred to that commission, in accord
ance with its procedures, upon its establishment;
8. Suggests that the special commission, when estab
lished, should focus mainly on the following terms of rci
erence for its work:
(a) To propose long-term environmental strategies for
achieving sustainable development to the year 2000 an'
beyond;
(h)

To recommend ways in which concern for the envi

ronment may be translated into greater co-operation

regard to the Environmental Perspective and to report to it
in that respect, an intergovernmental inter-sessional preparatory committee to articulate to the special commission

among developing countries and between countries at different stages of economic and social development and lead
to the achievement of common and mutually supportive

at an early stage in its work the Governing Council's
expectations regarding the matters which it hopes will,

objectives, which take account of the interrelationships
between people, resources, environment and development:

inter alia, receive consideration by the commission and, in
this connection:
Notes that the commission, at a preliminary stage
in the formulation of its conclusions on matters within the
mandate and purview of the United Nations Environment
Programme, should make them known to the committee

To consider ways and means by which the international community can deal more effectively with environmental concerns, in the light of the other recommendations in its report;
To help to define shared perceptions of long-term

with a view to giving consideration to any views of the

to deal successfully with the problems of protecting and
enhancing the environment, a long-term agenda for action
during the coming decades, and aspirational goats for the
world community, taking into account the relevant resolu-

committee thereon;
Notes from paragraph 41 of the report of the Gov-

erning Council on its eleventh session64 that the cost of
the intergovernmental inter-sessional preparatory comm ittee will not result in any net increase in the regular budget
of the United Nations;
4.

Also wekomes the intention of a number of Govern-

ments to support the preparation of the Environmental
Perspecv by facilitating the establishment of the special
'flmission, through the provision of voluntary contnbu-

bons for its financing;
5. Requests the Secretary-General, in consultation with
the Executive Director of the United Nations Environment Programme and with Governments, and after such
Other
approptiate consultations as they deem necessary, to
APpoint the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the special
Tnmissto, who will subsequently select the members of

c9rnmission and accordingly establish the special
which should co-operate closely with the
uSSiofl,
inter-sessional preparatory committee;
-Udirman and Vice-Chairman should have experience
PbCy.rnaking at the highest level, demonstrated inter-

in

environmental and developmental issues and the
*Y to attract attention to the work of the commisshould represent both developed and developing

resses its view that the Chairman and the Viceifl Selecting the members of the special corn-

iOfl 37/219.
of the General Aseinh!y. Thiri-eighsh Sec don,

(A138/25)

environmental issues and of the appropriate efforts needed

tions of the session of a special character of the Governing
Council in 1982 65
9. Further suggests that, in fulfilling its terms of reference, the special commission should:

Maintain an exchange of views with the scientific
community, environmentalists and all other sections of
public opinion, particularly youth, concerned with the
environment, and those concerned with the relationship
between development and environment;

Receive the views of Governments, principally
through the Governing Council and its intergovernmental
inter-sessional preparatory committee, and through contacts with national leaders, opinion makers and concerned
international figures;
Maintain links with other intergovernmental bodies

within and outside the United Nations system, while,
however, using the Administrative Committee on Coordination and the designated officials for environmental
matters as the channels of communication with the United

Nations system; the willingness of the Administrative
Committee on Co-ordination to assist should be communicated to the commission;
Take account of the scope of environmental issues
as defined by the United Nations system-wide medium64 Ibid., Supp/e'nen: No. 25 (A138/25).
65 Ibid.. Thirty-seventh Sesswn. Supp/enwn! No. 25 (A137/25), part one.
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environment programme and as reflected in the
efforts of the United Nations system, including the United
Nations Environment Programme, in the field of the environment;
(e) Make full use of relevant existing reports and matenal;
term

Considers that the special commission should
make available a report on environment and the global
problèma:ique to the year 2000 and beyond, including pro-

posed strategies for sustainable development, within a
period of two years from its establishment;
Decides that, on matters within the mandate and
purview of the United Nations Environment Programme,

the report of the special commission should in the first
instance be considered by the Governing Council of the
Programme, for transmission to the General Assembly
together with its comments and for use as basic material in

the preparation, for adoption by the Assembly, of the
Environmental Perspective;
Further decides that, on those matters which are
under consideration or review by the General Assembly
itself, the Assembly will consider the relevant aspects of
the report of the special commission;

Recognizes that the special commission may in
addition address its report, after consideration by the Gov-

erning Council or the intergovernmental inter-sessional
preparatory committee, to other forums, intergovernmental and non-governmental, or to Governments, individuals
and the general public, as it sees fit, it being understood
that the report of the commission will not be binding on
Governments.

I. Takes note of the report of the Secrey<
and the study annexed thereto concerning the pr
remnants of war;
Regrets that no concrete measures have
to solve the problem of remnants of war desp
ous resolutions and decisions adopted thereon byØ
eral Assembly and the Governing Council of th
Nations Environment Programme;
Reiterates its support of the just demand
developing countries affected by the lmplantatio0 of
and the presence of other remnants of war in theij
ries for full compensation from the States respon
those remnants;
Requests the Secretary-General, in
with the Executive Director of the United Natjo
;
ronment Programme, to continue to seek the
States on the recommendations contained in
aectiosy*
of the study annexed to his report;
Also requests the Secretary-General to in1enajfyaj
efforts to urge the States concerned to conduct blJa
consultations immediately, with the aim of concludi11
soon as possible, agreements for the solution of this
lem, it being understood that the legitimate rigit of
affected developing countries to full compensali
damages due to them shall be ensured;
Calls upon all States to co-operate with the Se.
tary-General in carrying out the tasks requested ofhimi
paragraphs 4 and 5 above, so as to enable hun, in

operation with the Executive Director of the Unid

Nations Environment Programme, to submit to the Gem.
eral Assembly at its thirty-ninth session a report on ebbe.
results of his consultations and endeavours with the Staiji
concerned.

102nd plenary meeting
19 December 1983

1 02nd plenary meetiq
19 December 1983

38/162. Remnants of war

38/163.

The General Assembly,

Recalling its resolutions 3435 (XXX) of 9 December
1975, 35/71 of5 December 1980, 36/188 of 17 December
1981 and 37/215 of 20 December 1982 concerning the
problem of remnants of war,
Recalling also decisions 80 (IV) of 9 April 1976,67 10!

(V)of25May 1977,68 9/5of25 May 198169 and 10/Sof
28 May 1982° of the Governing Council of the United
Nations Environment Programme,
Recalling further resolution 32 adopted by the Fifth
Conference of Heads of State or Government of NonAligned Countries, held at Colombo from 16

10

19 August

1976,7! and resolution 26/U-P adopted by the Eleventh
Islamic Conference of Foreign Ministers, held at
Islamabad from 17 to 22 May 1980,72
Convinced that the responsibility for the removal of the
remnants of war should be borne by the countries that
planted them,
Recognizing that the presence of the material remnants
of war, particularly mines, in the territories of developing
countries seriously impedes their development efforts and
causes loss of life and property,
66UNEP/GC.IO/7 and Corel.
67$ee Official Records of the General Assembli, Th:rii.-first Session, Supplement No. 25 (A/3I/2), annex I.
Ibid., Thirty-second Session. Supplement No. 25 (k'32/25). annex I.
69 Ibid., Thirty-sixth Session, Supplement No. 25 (A136/25 and Core. I),
annex I.
70Ibid.. Th,rty-seeenth Session, Supplement No. 25 (A137/25). pan two,
annex.

Study on financing the Plan of Action 1i
Combat Desertification

The General Assembly,
Recalling its resolutions 32/172 of 19 December 1977,

33/89 of 15 December 1978, 34/184 of 18 Decemb
1979, 36/191 of 17 December 1981 and 37/220 of 20
December 1982, dealing with the implementation and
financing of the Plan of Action to Combat Deseniñlion,74
Having considered the report of the Secretary-General",
on financing the Plan of Action to Combat Desertificatiom.
Takes note of the report of the Secretary-Genei1l
Notes that again very few replies were received fm

Governments in response to paragraph 3 of Genetal
Assembly resolution 3 7/220, thus not permitting the S.
retary-General to prepare, in co-operation with the Exe
tive Director of the United Nations Environment Programme, the report requested in paragraph 5 of that
resolution;
Requests again all Member States that have not 7et
provided their comments to the Secretary-General on the
feasibility studies and concrete recommendatiOnS for iha
implementation of the additional measures of financifl&.
7tSec A131/197, annex IV, sect. R.

72See A135/419$/14129, annex I.
A138/383.
Report of the United Nations conference on DeseruficalsOri. Nwr.

August-9 Sepsenther 1977 (A/CONF.74/36), chap. I.
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